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FOREWORD

r
In 1968. the on College Geography of the Association of Amer6n

Geographers published its first Resource Paper, Theories- of Urban Location. by
Brian J. L. Berry. In 1974, coinciding with the termination of NSF funding for the
Cdmrnission, Rewurce Paper number 28 appeared. The Urider4ecelopmentand .
Modenii:ation. of The Plurd World. by Anthony R. deSouza and Philip W. Porter. Of
the many CCG activities. the Resource Papers Series became an effective means for
permitting both teachers and students to keep abreast of developments in the field
( Because of the popularity =and usefulness or the Resource Papers. tl>1e AAG
applied for andsreceiVecla modest grant from NSF to continue to produce Resource
Papers and to put the serf on a self:supporting basis The present Resource Papers.
Panel subscribes to theAginal purposes of the Series. which are quoted below-

The Resource Papers have been developed as expository documents for the use of
, both the student and the instructor They are expenmeatal in that they are designed to

supplement existing texts and to fill a gap between significant research jn Irrninun
geography and readily accessible materials. The papers are concerned with important
concepts or topics in modern geography and fetus on one cri three general themes
geographic theory. policy implications. or contemporary sckial relevance They
designed to implement a variety of undergraduate college geography- courses at the
introductory and.advariced level

In an effort to incr'ease the utility of these papers. the Panel has attempted to tk
, particularly sensitive to the currency of materials for undergraduate geography

courses and to the writing style of 'these papers. ,

The Resource Papers are developed, printed, and distributed under the auspices of
the Association of Amentan Geographers. with partial funding frorri, a National
Science Foundation grant. The ideas presented in these papers do not imply endorse-
ment by the )(AG /

401
Many niclividualihave assisted in producing these Resource Papers, ald we wish'

td acknowletge those w who assisted the Panel in reviewing the authors' prpspectUses,
in reading and commenting on the various drafts, and in making helpful luiggestions
The Panel also acknowledges the perceptive suggestions and itonal assistance of
Jane F. Castner of the AAG Central Office

Sa,lvatore J Natoli
Educational Affairs Director
Association of Arnencan Geogriphers
Project Director and Editor, Resource Papers Series-

Resource Papers Panel.

Jobn.F..Lounsbury. Arizona State Universit!
Mark S Monmonier, Syracuse University
Harold A Winters. Michigan State University
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PREFACE
J

During the list few.years American geogi;aphtrs have become increasingly aware
of the need to develop those branches of geography which fiave applied am)ects The
growth of Interest, in appbedieography may have resulted from the demand for
research and teacldng that is relevanto contemporary social and -economic prob-
lems and from the desire to train more geographers for jobs in the government and in
the business world .

Among the branches of applied geography which have seen relatively recent
development aS academic subjects are the geography of recreation and the geogra-
phy of tourism.. It is, in fact, only during the' last two decades that American
geographers have shown much interest in tourism as an object of serious study. p

International tourism has received virtually no attention. largely.because of_its lack
of importance as an earner of foreigp currency for the United Stites. Americans.
however. travel abread in large numbers and the travel agent has been a prominent
figure on the 1 rS business scene since the end of World War II It is thUs surprising
that fev. American geographers have studied where their compatriots travelled and.
why Now that t0e number of foreign tourists visiting the United States has greatb;
increased. there is no excuse for Arnencan geographers to neglect this important
field. I

In Europe the subject of internation# tourism Was received much attention from
geographer% economists and others. and an extensive literature exists in a vanety of

0 languages Practically all the work in laying the foundations of the geography of
international tourism has been carried, out, by Europeans and much of the basic '
literature is not available:in English. One of the aims tlf this ROsource Paper is to
acquaint the student with the fundamentals of the subject as they have been de-
veloped by European geographers. This inevitably means that the bibliography will
conlain ran} works in languages other than Englisht

The main aim of thiAlftesource.Paper. however, is 14 introduce the student to an
important branch of economic geography which has some prattical applications
Too few persons employed in the travel business have even an elementary knowl-
edge of geography and there are considerable potentialities for work in this area by
geographers. Apart from travel agencies. there are other organizations, such as the
International Union of Official Travel-Organizations. the Pacific Area Tourist As-
sociation, and the EurOPean Travel Commission. than not only promote tourism

1but also-conduct research an publish statistics and gionegraphs, National goverri-
ments are becoming incre:i- ngly active. iethe planning and organization of their
tourist industries, and the airline, bus, and railroad comparlle4 haveadded various ,

; services for tourists, such as car rentals, conducted tours: and hotel reservations, to
their basic service of moving people from one place to another The contributigns
which geographers can make to the activities.of the above agencies and orgariiza-. tions is Obvious and shouldncrease in the future

6
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SUGGESTIONS XOR CLASS

The intention of this Resource Paper is to griie a general overview of the field of
the geography of international -tourism and at the same time to indicate specific
topics and subjects within the field -which offer possibilities for more specialized
study by geographers. The' ResourCe Pakr can thus be used as a' general in-
troduction to the field in a course whiCh specifically deals with the subject of
international tourism nor with the broader fields oftourism and recreation. Students

wishing
to Conduct a, more specialized study of one or more aspects of the field

should be abk to irkhufv the necesFary basic literature from references in the text
As the geography of international tourism forms a branch of the fieldpf economic

geography. the Resource Paper can also be used in full or in part at a sulaplementary
reading in a general course on econommpography or m a course on transportation-
geography

THE geography of international tourism contains a strongly applied elcinent and
an excellent basis for training persons

used
wish to seek employment in the

-Atourist industry The Resource Paper can be used as basic reading in courses on the
subject ofiburArrf. even if these courses are not taLiglit by geographers

There is a wide variety of research topics for the student to investigate In
particular,the /rowing role of the United Sicitet and Canada as countries of d6!:
tmation for foreign tourists has received little study. and the changing patterns of
American tourism abroad recjire further investigation. The development of more
sophisticated techninnes for the measurement and prediction of Tourist flowt,s and the
establishment of more solid theoretical foundations also form sibjects for research.

:4
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I. INTERNATIONAL URISM: :SOME .

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In recent years people of the developed'couptries of
the 'world have experiendfx1 a veritable revolution in
their approach to the use or leisure time. A gradual
shortening of the work week and -an increase in the
length of vacations has given the average citizen more
free time for rtcreauon and travel. Equally important
has been the increased availability pf money to finance
more expensive forms of recreation-and longer journeys.
This increee in leisure time and money is clearly a
product of industrialization and it is'in the most indus-
tnaliied and 'urbanized nations of the world that we
should look for the greatest development of recreation.

J and ,tourism There is a strong link between urbaniza-
tion tounsm (Meinke- 1%8. p. 23) because many
city dyellers like to escape for a time from their artifi-
cial, monotonous, and difficult lives, and they have the
money to do it (Nice: 1965,..p. 251).

The countnes of origin of the world flow of tourists
are !mite. to a relatiyely small gtoup of Industnalized
nations with a high per capital Gross National Product.
Data from 1967 show that 75 percent of all, international
tourist visits were, from twelve countnes (USA. West
Germany. France, United Kingdom, Canada, Belgium.
Netherlands. Italy,Switzerland, Sweden. Denmark, and
Austria). Forty pacent of total tourist arrivals were
*counted for by the USA and West Germany alone
(Young: 1973, p. 53).

The,countries receiving the majority of the world's
ounsts are more widely distributed than the countnel

origin. In 1971 Europe received over 75 percent of the
w rld's tourists, followed by Noith and South America
with 19 percent. The two ,host popular countries,of
destination were Canada and Spain. together account-
ing for about 25 percent of the market (Young: 1973, p.
54). Canada's' importance as a tourist country is, of
course. because of its proxipity to the United States
with its large. wealthy, and travel-oriented population.
The reasons for Europe's importance requires further
investigation. For example, it is clear that because of the
large ,number of contiguous countries in Europe much

'movement must take place between neighboring count
tries. However, Spain accounted for 27 percent of tour-.
ist arrivals in Europe in 1970, with Italy and France
accounting for-some 1.6 percent each. West Germany,
which supplied a large number of the world's tourists,
received only nine percent of Europe's tourists. In other
words, the Eur'opean countries which generate tourist
flows are not the ones which generally receive them. The
flow .tourists is basically from the industrialized and
urb ized,00rthern countries, with their cool and often
rai y Summers, to the southern countries with their

1

sunshine and warmth. but with generally less-developed
economies.

This general trend in the direction of tourist flows so
noticeable in Europe is also observable in other rts of
the world.Th "ie major concentrations of urban d in-
dustrial populations are found in northern and wesiern
Europe and in the northern parts of North America.
The inhabitants of these northern urban environments.
generally wish to spend their vacations in a setting dif-
ferent from their own. In particular the warmth of the
southern sun is a major attractor of tourism. Thece.

"\conditions are usually most easily found in sparsely
populated Or less-developed regions or countries. In par-
ticular the sun and 'beaches of the Mediterranean and

- the Caribbean countries have formed the basis for the
development of an important tourist industry. Thus

- flow of tourists froM the wealthier lands to the poorer
has developed.

The flow of tourists has been accompanied by a flow
of money Jt has brought income and -kmployment to
many countnes and regions where other resources are
scarce and the prospects for increased employment in
agriculture of industry poor' Tourism not only provides
foreign currency earnings and thus contnbutes to the
balanceof payments. but may provide improved amen-
ities forthe local population through the development
of transportation, hotels, restaurants, milstores to serve
the tourists. Tourism may provide an infrastructure
which forms a base for the development of a more
diversified economy and the growth of other indu-stries
(Burkart and Medlik: 1974. p.

Although some of the develoNW countries, of' the
world, such as Frarkelr the United Kingdom, receive
considerable financial benefit from tourism, the flow of
tourist money to the developing countries has clearly a
much greater impacLon their economies and a further
expansion of tourism in these countries is desirable.
A,lthough tourism is not without its pro ems, in general
it can be said that this flow of money frohi the developed
to the developing world is-one of the.mea'ns of at least
partially adjusting the balanct.between the nckand the'
poo r nations and regions of the world. This poinillrould
not be overstressed Although countries like Mexico and
Spain-receive more than 4 third of their foreign currency
earnings from tourism (some S2 billion annually in the
case of Mexico), not many receive more than 10 to 25
percent and it is still necessary for a country to develop a
diversified- ec on o my based on a more permanent re-

urc\tm rtime,.inlluenc.ed by changing
han tourism. Tourist flows may change their

oluand direction over
economic, social and political factors. The problems of
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tourism in such troubled areas as the Middle East, Cy-
prus. Portugal. aria Southeast Asia are a case jn point.
The decision of Nleuco.in 1975 to vote for the Motion in
the United Nations condemning Zionism as a form of
racism cost the count,} mans visitors from the Unitfd
States and .tri estimated V million ii esenue ffbm
tourism during the winter of 1975 -76

I

Problems hi Defining International Tourism

Adistinctiorr should be made here betweeb the con-
cepts of recreation and tourism Recreation does not
necessarily imply travel A game of tennis or a stroll in a
neighborhood park constitutes recreation. but the dis-
tance travelled tothe location -where these acts take
plaice mty be minirpal Much outtgOr re-creation. such
as sports of various types. or indoor recreatiop. suet as
visits to theaters. Cinemas. and clubs may be focal in
nature The participant does not travel far and does not
lease his hOme for tiny lengthy period

Tourism in all cases insoises twcselements. a dynamic
onethe jou,ney.and a static vise the stay (Burkar
avid Medlik )974. p 39) This implies the removal of
person away from his habitual place of residenCe and is

stay in another locaNn This stay or removal is tem, po-
rary and is motivated by a search for'pers,onal pleasure
16 the shaee of rest. self improsement '.
Ginier 1969.'p 26) The ,to ist industry is thus" an

1 dusrry corIcerned.with movement (Peters f969. It. 2)
iosseser. it is clear from the above criteria that all

_movement does not constitute toungIrn le.knone. taking
up permanent residence or paid employment in another .
town pr country is not a tourist but a migrant Seasonal.

ant labor is also clearly distinguished from tour-
rkart and Medlik 19'4. p 40)

Tourism thus contains elements of recreation and of c
Erase'. and forms Part of the wider fields of recreation
and leisure For the gosernmerit official or research
workr the understanding of flte concept of tounsof is',
only the beginning oP the problem ofEefining who is a
tourist out of the large number of person's who travel
and who marl themselves of a vanety of recreational
facilities For example, is a' businessman who travels
abroad and stays in a hole' a tourist' If nat, how do you
distinguish him from the "pure" tourist' Arethe con-
testants in an international professional sports event
tourists These and similar questions have to be an-
swered by official definitions of tourism for statistical _

abd,other gosernmdrit bind business purposes
A lecheical dehrittio.n of tour m involves three ele-

ments First it must be made cle- if. for etemPle. travel
for business, educational or I mily reasonslOynts as
tourism. In other words the purpose of the travel must
be clarified Second-. thelength of stay at the destitatio9
must be defined in termsof minimum and maximum
periods Third. the definition must include particular
cases. such as transit traffic and sca cruises (Burkart and
Medlik I97}, pp 40-41) .

-A distinctNn has alsoofb be made between domestic
tourism andinhernational tourism This is relatively easy
as domestic tourism is confined to persons moving
around within their on country, whereas international
tourism involyes the mosiment.of persons across inter-

.

national boundaries: As we are interested here primarily
v.ith.internatiry'risil tourism we shall only consider defini-
tions which apply to that branch of the induStry

One cleimirron of a foreign tourist which avoids some
major problems ide.ntifies him or her as a visitor who
habitually lives in.another country and comes to a par-
ticular country for a short time. whether Tor recrpation
or not. and spends money there (Ginier p969. 27)
This definition thus includes 'businessmen, government
officials. sportsmen. and others-and avoids the problem
of definfitg the purpoe of the journey. However. it does-
not define what is meant by "a stOrt time- The simple.
but effective deflnition)f a foreign tourist put forward

thei_eague.Of Nhons in 1937 a5 a person who visits
----a country .ther than.that.in which he habitAlly lives for

a period of it least 24 houcs has been accepted as the
basis for later definitions (0.FCD 1974. p 7) According
to this definition persons ss hd trasefor scientific. diplo
matte. business. and other reasons, are 'considered
"tourists.- as well as periOns'on sea bruises, even if they
may fOr less than 24 hours Other Persons who istay in
another country for less thin 24 nours are "excursion-
ists In 1963 the United Nations Conference on Travel
and Tourism in Rome produced a definition of a "vis-
itor- as 'someone sstio visits a country other than that in
which he usually resides foNpurposes 'other than that of
earning money "Visitors- are subdivided into "tolir-
ists- and 'excursionists A "tourist" is a temp9tary
visitor who seats at least'2:4 hours-in another count6' for
recreation. health. study. religion. or sport, in other
words for leisure purposes. or for business, meeting. or
family puc,po'ses An "excursionist- stays for less than 2 .
hours and' includes persons on cruises 'Travellers who
do not legally enter the country.'e*: those who wait in
an airpoFf transit area withdut leas ineit. are not in-
cluded in the above categories of "visitrrrk:' (United
Nations 1963. p 5), The United Nations definition has
received international recognition as the basis for statis-.
tical reporting of the numbers of foreign tourists 4nd
others visiting a.countr'y hi 1967 the United 'Cations
Statistical Commission modified thisliefitfition slightly
by suggesting that those visitors who do no stay -over-
night in a country shobld be classified as "excursionists"

,or "day sisitors- (OECD 1974. p 8) The presence or--
absence 'of an overnight shay in the country visited is
thus a major criterion in this 'deOnition In 1968 the
International Union of-Of frciai Travel Organizations
approseti the United Nations,* 1963 definition, and'
adopted the idea that "visitors- should be divided into
"tourists ". who make at least one overnight stay and
"excursionists- who do hot stay overnight in the coun-
try they are sisi,ting'(Butkart and Medlik 1974, p 94)
This definition has-practical s4114e as data on the number
61 persons using josernight accommodations aressorne-
times the basic s6urce.of information on the number of
tourists Ntsiung a country. especially if recosi'ding tour-
ists at the frontier is not utfilvtaken _

s

The Organization of International tourism

M I

ISM

.1
2

Organizations ssith the aim- of promoting and regu-
latmg tourism. collecting data and conducting research
on tourist movements, and florks. and planning tourist.

11
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facilities: exist at- the international, national. and re-
gidnal vels

At e ternatonal level the most important organi-
zation'is th'e gnational Union of,Official Traxel Or-
ganization;(1t0T0). located in'Geneva, Switzerland
Its members consist of the national tourist organizations
of mans countries It is not a government4.1 organiza-
tion. although it acts in a consultative capacity to the

'tnited Nations Its main aims are to promote inter- .

raational tqunsra, to develop cooperation between coun-
tries, and to facilitate the movement of toutists betv.'een
countries lUOTO also* has the move idealistic mills of
promoting the 'contribution ofetourism to world peace,
health and prospern,,, raising the standard of 'Ring in
the developing Aorld,07, means of tourism. and bettering
the conditions of country dwellers It is tile central au-
thority in the-world for regulating international tourism..
and iE aids in -the settlement of dispute's between coun-
trieson technical matters ILOTO conducts research.
publishes taerature of various types on the subject of
tourispiand runs a documentation center It also pro-.
',ides help to developing countries with techpical prob-
lems in.dexeloping and promOting,their tourist factiities

, It organizes regional commissions and occasional semi-
nars and meetings

A second impjrtant intern ional organization is the
Tourist committee of the Orgaryisa0on for Economic.
Cooperation and tieelopmeitt (OECD) This com-
mittee -forms part of the larger, organization of the
OECD and consists -of officials representing 23 th estera
natitins. including the United States and Canada
OECD IN located, in Palls and publishes annual reports
on the development of various sectors of the economies

-ss
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of the member countries The Tourist Committee Issues
an anneal review of tourism in the member countries
which covers such subjects as thedevelopmpnt of tourist
traffic littieen ountrie's: their share in world tourism:
East-West tourist flows; tourist' receipts &and ex-
penditures. government policy, such as visa require-
ment. custorn.s regulations, currency allowapces. trans-
port., and tourist accoTmo.daton. Statistics 'on these
and other sibjects are compiled and published

Apart from these two organizations which are de-.
voted specifically to the promotion of touris.m.thereare
several international organizations mvolved with regu-
lating various forms of transport, thus having some
influence on the development of,tourism. The Inter-
hational Iv Transport Association (IATA). which de-
termines fares and rates for the international moNernept
of passengers and goods. and the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO), which develops stand-

, arA,for air navigation and promotes safety and effi-
ciency in aircraft. airfields and other equ'ipthent and
facilities. are the two major organizations regulating air
transport Sea transport is controlled lily the Trans-At-
!antic and.Trans-Pacific Passenger. Steamship Confer:
eences In 1922 the EuroPean.railroads formed the Union
Internationale des Chemins de E'er (LIC) or the Inter-
national L men of Raikka,s whiclf was enlarged after

orld. 11 ar II Its aim is Lo improve internatonal iser.
-vice, and to develop regulations for facilitating inter-
national traffic 'In 1949 the UIC developed an Office for
Research and Experiments Hovte,.er, all these organiza-
nons.hae interests and aim's which go beyond the or-
ganization and promotion of tourism and we shall not
consider them further-

,
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111.-THE _GEOGRAPHY OF INTERNATIONAL. TOU1 SN1

That internationattourism forms a distinct and 5
rate branch of the larger field of recreation is i
to understandipg the geography of international
and its placewithin the larger framework of elm

s.

overnent also links it with tke geography of transpor-
..

geography.
Even a cursory examination of the literature in tire

fields of recreation and tourist geography reveals some
obvious differences between studies in the geograpimof
recreation and in the geography of international fair-

Studies in
such

geography are concernes1
mainly with such topics as recreational land use and _.
planning, the developmep of national and state, parks
and other public landa, estimates of carrying capacity,
the development and location of vacation cottager: and
planning of winter sports facilities. Studies of urban
recreation. including public pa ls. am:I other facilities,
are also being advocated (MitcM. 1969, p. 118). Stud-
ies of international tourism on the other hand have been
concerned mainly with the volume and direction of tour-
ist flows, transporwion, the development and location
of resorts and hotels, as well at with the impact of

. tourism on national and local economies, and on the
landscape. The geography of international tourism, is
thus concerned pnmarily with moverhent and second-
arily with the facilities developed to house and entertain
the tourist during his stay abroad. The geography of
recreation casts a wider net and studies the development
and location of all types of recreational facilities,
whether they serve a local, regional, national, or inter-
national clientele. The movement of tourists over na-
tional b6undaries is of secondary interest to the recrea-
tional geographer: who may be more interested in local
,traffic flows. The study of tourist movements of all types

' over -shorter or longer distances` is more specifically
within the domain of the geography of tourism, which
thus is more general in' character than the geography of
international -tourism. However, geographers working
in fields such as recreation, tourism, or internationaE
tourism may have some overlapping interests; certain
facilities. such as ski resorts or bathing beaches, may bet used by both local people and tourists from other parts
of the country, as well as by foreigners.

the geography of internatibnal tounsm is, thus best
regarded as a branch oathe teography of tounsm, which
in turn forms part of the field of the geography of
recreation. Alt are branches of economic geography
(Figure I). Although the study of recreation involves the .

,consideration of physical, cultural, and social factors, its
main focus is' on the economic aspects of the subject.
The geography of international tounsm studies an im-
portant economic phenomenon, of significance both to
government/and to privatbusiness. Its concern with

Ibri

The Literature of the Geography of 'Int*ernitional
- Tourism

One orthe most characteristic features of the develop-
he geography of international tourism has been

that has rested almost exclusively in the .hand of
'Europea eographers. As a result, most orthe liter-
ature on t subject appears tn 'European languages
other than En sh. Although Bntish geographers have
been more active n the field than North Amencan geog-
raphers. neverthel it is no exaggeration to say that
over three-quarters the significant publication the
field are in German, Frach, Italian: Russian, a
Eugpean languages: The EnghsW-speaking geogra er
who intends to work. effecti'ely. on the geography of
international tounsm must be aware of some of the
concepts already developed by his European counter-
parts to avoid duplicating work already done and. more
important, to benefit from the several decades of signifi-
cant contributions to the field Alrcady in the literature.

If this idea bothers the person Ath no knowledge or
interest m foreign ranguages. it should be some con-
solation that the literaturj dealing with' basic concepts is

. limited and to some extent repetitive. There has been
little development of theory in comparison with other
branches of ec,onpmic geography A large part of the
literature deals with the development of tourism in spe-
cific countries and regions Some regional studies in-

t volve important or
are

techniques and approaches,
Si a rry of them are of interest ptimarily at a national.

tegionakor local level and have little significance for the
field as &whole.

:
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Figure I The Place of the Geography of International Tour-,
ism in the Fiektof Economic Geography
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That European geogrraphers have produced the bulk

of the literature 'In the field of the' geography of inttr-
.

national tourism is not surprising'when onei eunitders
the -history of travel on their contineht.with its large
number Of countries 'and frontiers Apart from a long
period of expert-nee in tourrsm, the virtual explosion of
mass tourist travel since, World War 11 has alerted the
Europeans to the economic importance and potantials
for expansion of the tourist trade Economists have been
in the vanguard of thdse active in the st udy. and planning
of tourism but many geographers have now joined their
Links Although many of these economists and geogra-
phers have been interested exclusively to the develop-.
ment of tourism in their homelands, some, have directed
their attention to the developing world In particUlar.
some wqrk ha% been-done by Europeans in the areas of
their present and former colonies For example. the
French have contnbuted Much to the development of:
tounsm in areas of French influence. such as Tahiti,
Martinique. Guadeloupe. 'vlorocco. and Senegal

The Geographical Analysts of Tourism

The subject of tourism lends itself ideally to Re r aph.
lc al analysis There is scarcely an aspect of tourism
whioh does not have some geographical implications
and there are few branches of geography which do not
have some contribution to make to the stud) of the
ph,enomenon of tourism The great importance of the
physical eriviionment. especially the demerits of climate.
terrain, landscape and water. to the development of
tourism hardly needs to be stressed, and physical geog-
raphers have much to contribute ifrs(his area of study
and plann)ng Economic gwvaphers have much to say
about.4cational factors o lens, facilities regarding'
movements of people. trans)sortation routes and other
-aspects of spatial ortangati-on. Lind the urban geogra-
pher will hod much of Interest illthe relatively virgin
field of urban and resell tourism (Stanfield 1971. ,pp

164-66) The cultural .getgrapher also has much to cdn-

-

tribute to analyzing the historical and cultural attrac--
lions cif urban centers. as well of to assessing the tmpor-
tancof historical, ethnic. and( religious factors in the

e location of tourist attractions
One of the most comprehensive reviews of the various-

, components of the geography of tourism has been mAde
by Chnstaller He,cgisiders the stud) of tourism a<that

0 part of economic geography which views a segment ogre
economy that avoids central places and urban ag-glomet
ations and is located on the periphery of settlemen
(Chnstaller 1955. p 2) He distinguishes the major lac-
tors which influence the location of tourist activity as (1)
Climate: (2) landscape. (-3) posstbilittes for sport. (4) the

/ sea coast. (5) spas and Kurorte, (6) art. antiquities. and
°ILI cities. (7) historical monuments and places. (8) folk-
-lore and festivals. (9) cultural events, such as musical or
theatrical festiv`als. (10) economic establishments. such
as harbors and airports. (1 I ) traffic centers. and (12)
central places (Chrivaller 1955, pp. 2-s) Although

,Christaller's liSt includes central places and urban areas
as locations of, tourist activity, he still sees the main

..

sic% elopment of tourism as taking place on;the periphery
of settlement

Other writers have referred to most of the locational
, factors given on this fist. in-some cases stressing one

factor more than others Por example. Peters gives a list
Svhich differs.from Chnstailers only in detail. but which
stresses cultural attractions (1969, pp 148-504. Sladek
gives particular -attentionlo factors in the phystc-al envi-
pant-new which not only attract but, also repel tourists.
In the latter category he includes regions with an urksuit-
able tlimate,. areas of flat terrain without forest cover.
areas of intensive agricultural use. industrial areas, areas
with a polluted atmosphere. and areas such A frontier
zones-or terrain used for military training (1966 p 26)
Ritter discusses in detail the various types of tourist
regions. which he classifies mainly in terms of their
physical environment He also devotes considerable
space to a consideration of the role of landscape and
climate as poteritial atn-actors of tourism in Europe
(1966. pp ill -36)

'start) of the elements of the geography of tourism,
mentioned above were already recognized some years'
ago ork 'on the development of tourist geography

particular had begun ir, Germany in the 1930's and
reached a hrgh level in the work of Poser (1939) He
recognized toe varieties of tourism tn.the Riese-ngebirge!
namely (1 spas. (2) summer climate. (3) winter sports,
(4) hiktng. and (5) transit tourism (1939. p 14). He
examined_ the spaiial distribution of these forms of,tour-
ism. their history. and the numbers of persons involved
to each type He recognized such locational fac-tdrs as
the physical features of the landscape. including the
suitability of the terrain for winter sports. the climate.
including length and intensity of sunshine. cloud cover.
mist. rainfall. and snow depth. as well as cultural and
economic features. such as tyes of settlement. location
of resorts. house types. and accommodation cap-acity
1939. pp. 49-73)'
Despite this early recognition of some of the basic

components of the geography of tounsm it is never-
theless true that most of the work done by geographers
in developing the field has taken place since World War
II This reflects- the recent grow theo( the tourist Industry
rather than any -increase in the ability pr level of sophis-
ticate-on of geographers

The list of major factors Influencing the location of
tourist activ Ines given by Chnstaller forms a good basis
for Identifying and classifying the main elements of in-
ternational tourism The subject Can best bi divided into
the two major parts l i t h e study of the elements of the
physical and cultural landscape and other factors which
attract tourists to a particular country and 2) the forms
of transportation used by toutists and the direc-tidn of

international tourist flows These two directions of stud)
cover the static and dynamic aspects of tourism con-
tained in the basic definition discussed above However.
the geographer is also interested in problems of locating
tourist facilities. of the impact of tourism on a -given
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place or region. and of applying geographical techniques
urthe 'study of tounsn

-

Spatial and Locational Factdrs

The movement of persons from one location to an-
other forms the most important element of the phe-
nomenbn of international tourism. Spatial and loca-
tional (-actors .thus pla a large part kri explaining the
development of t ans movements and flows The geog-
rapher. with hi int est and twining in spatial and
locatArnal anally is. is well suited to study these aspects
of tourism *:

The elements of spatial movement in tourism can 1*
div ided yito two Major Calegonekfor study and analysts
The first is the element of accessibility Places or regions
which offer certain attractions for the tourist are not.
always equally accessible Accessibility is. in fact. a

-question of available forms of transportation and the
existence of tranportation routes The second major
area.of spattiel.analysrs involves the Pattern of existing
tourist flows at different scales. from world-wide to
cal. in terms pf their intensity direction. and points of
origin and desimation_

. 40

41f4es of Transpyribtion

tFor a partic.ular place or region to have physical or
cultural features attractive to tourists is not sufficient 4o
ensure that totrists will come in any numbers -Many
places do not attract tourists because of their location.
lack of efficient transportation facilitiess.'conflicts with
other forms of lipid 'use. or lack of suitable accom-
modations and other tourist facilities The problem of
access is particularly important in areas,w'hich are re-
mote from major urban centers and in mountain ce:
pions For-example. regions.,such as Lapland or the'
Turkish coast still lte far from major tourist routes.
and the mountains of central Ybugoslav la or north-
western Scotland lock good transport facilities

Air Transpirtat ion a

.
The probjem 01- access has been solv ed, in many cases,

ri) the development of air transportation. which has
helped to open up regions previously out of reach for
mast tounst5 Without air transportation, safaris in East
Africa. resorts in North Africa or on the Canary Islands.
and winter sports in the Rocky Mountarns would attract
few customers. In particular, the growth of the-group
charter flight has maile it econonlIcallY possible for
larger numbers of pe le to travel farther for their vaca-
tions The developm t of the jumbo jet has increased
the, size of a,group that Can be moved at one time. but
the use of these large aircraft is 'limited by the length of
runways:and thew; of facilities at some airports. Many
resorts arc. however. developing quite substantial air-
ports specializing in the handling of summer visitors.
such as those at Palma de Mallorca Majorca Island )-or
Mantua (Romania)

ex.

Rail .Transportation

In ,spite of the growth of air transportation there
still mans tourists who can" only afford or prefer to
travel by land or sea Before World War II IN, railroads
handlefenost of Europe's tcuarist ti-affic However. even
in the 1930's the age of the luxury long-distance express
was coming to an end' in 1872 a Belgian businessman.
M. \agelmackers. had adopted the xleiof sleeping can
and restaurant cars Itom the United States and started
the famous Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Liss et
des-Grands Express Luropeens Before Aorld War I the
coApany fan the Trans-Siberip Express, the Nord-
Express from St Petersburgto the French Riviera (a

fa.vorite resort area for the aussian aristocracy.), the
Orient Express from Calais td the Balkans and Istanbul.
and the Blue-Train. the all-sleeper express from Pans to.
the Riviera By V orld V ar II several of these trains had
either ceased to run or were catering to a nsw middle;
class tourist who could not afford the fares of the old
luxury expresses For these travellers more second-class
'coaches were added and a simpler and cheaper type of
sleeping berth developed After the war -democranza-

, lion went even further. with the introduction of the
cheap -couchette- and the cafeteria or snack-bar at-
tached to the restaurant car-The Wagons-L its Company
B. however. selling off its equipment to an inter-,
governmental organization. which in this day df state-
ow ned railroatis.-w will manage the international trains of
the'future.

Although the luxury express in its classic form may
have vanished. thelong-distance'train in-Europe is by no
means dead A series of trains link Channel ports,such
as Calais.Ostend. and Hoek an -H oll and with all parts

-of Europi. and since 1957 most major cities have been
linked by forty :*trans-Europe- expresses Some of

these trains such as the "Mistral- from Pans to N7'.
offer modern luxuries such as 4boutique. a barber shdp.
hostesses. and-stenographic sere ices The "Aquitaine"
coven the Paris-Bordeaux journey in four hours. aver-
aging ninety miles per hour Some trams have cars at-
tached for transporting the automobiles of persons%ko
wish to avoid a long drive on overcrowded highways,
These -auto-couchette': trains are popular tourists
from northern Europe to southern Spain and-fiave re-
cently been introduced in the United Skates.bttween
Aashington. D C and Florida In Europe the railroads.
have been able to compete effectitely with the airlines
because of the relatively short,distanoes betweeil large
cities. and countries and the high cost of flying Train
journeys are quicker and considerably cheaper than.
flying for distances up to three hundred eules anti the
development of trains with speeds over 150 mtp h will
make them even more competitive Large numbers of
tourists still trod by train ice the summer months from
the industrial regions, of Ole northern Europe to the
Mediterranean and in thi ss inter to the skiing resorts of
the Alps In the winter in particular. when travel by car
is hazardous because of weather conditions. special ski
trains are run. Which not only ftrovidesleeping,facilitiet
and food for thecassengers but also kaggage cars for ski
equipment and personnel to help with children



*In the Sovie t lini'On the Trans-Siberian railroad has
recently l?igun to cater to,an international clientele It is
possible for' a traveller to take the train from.Moscov. to
the Pacific port of Nakhodka and then a Soviet shipt
Yokohama in Japan or to Hong Kong via Naha

'Okinawa The seven-day train journey can be shorte ed
biocovering part of the route by plane This route ss--

expensive than flying the whole distance by an nter-
national airline and is .becirming popular with J anese
tourists en route to Europe.
- The train ts particularly suitable for the ;tir IC tour-
ist. who in most cases can arrive by tram ht in the
center of a city. convenient to hotels and estaurants.
Many_ Europetn stations have large ra rOad hotels
which in many cases have seen better days/Their place is
now often taken either by the airriort,thotel. a more
modern hqtel in the downtown area, or a motel on the
city, outskirts Because o he traffic corfgestion' on the
streets of many European cities which makes driving
and parking drfficult. and a'use of the distance of
man) airports from the city center. the railroad is still
holding its own as a means of transport between major
fines. Nevertheless. most European railroad companies
have had to curtail and streamline their services in re-
cent years because of revenue:losses as private automo-
bile use for travel increases The situation is not yet so
serious for the European railroads as it is for tliose in the
L nited States

The creation of the . Amtrak organization in the
United States. aimed at streamlining and coordinating
railroad passenger services between major cities. may

. - help to revive the railroad for tourist transportation
Railroads in the Vest have had more success in attract-
ing passewers than those in the East. mainly because of
the scenic attractions of crossing_the Rock) Mountains
in thespecial observation cars provided on the trains

.and also partly because of advertising and a greater
desire to carry passenger's than is true for most Eastern

.railroad ccepanles Carrying.passengers has not been
pkifitable an most American railroads would rather
cosy fr Canadran railroads have catered to the
trrteller greater extent than in the United States.
but passenger trains in Canada have been ryn with a

-government subsidy It can be said that in general. even
inEurope. the ,railroad must receive some sort of state
support if it is to compete successfully with Vier forms
of passenger transporiation

Before leaving the subject of Tail travel. one should
mention the great ilnporlance of railroad transportation
in India for the lass of pilgrims who constantly visit
places of pilgrimage connected with the religiens of
India In p4rticuJar theipilgrimage to Banaras on the
Ganger by the Hindu faithful strains the resources of
India's railroads to the limit.

Automobile Transportation

The automobric, has come into its on on both sides
of the Atlantic as the most important form of tourist
transportation The development of the four-lane high-
way has been perhaps the single greatiorst development in
recfnt }tart in atikompbile tourism. enattling the toursit

.

1..

to cover long distances at speeds approaching those of
trains. In Europe. for example. it is now possible to
drive on modern four-lane highways all the way from
northern Germany to Sicily. Germany. Italy. and the
Netherlands in particular have developed networks Qf
modern highitays. while France. Belgium. and Spain
have been slower in investing ur highv:ay development.
However. in the next few decades Europe 4,hould have a
network of modern international highways to rival that
of the Cnited States,

Along with the development of highways. motels. secs-
ice stations. and roadside restaurants have grown. but
again. some countries have been more active in this field
than'others In France. for example. it is still difficult for
the tourist to find roadsideaccommodations. especially
daring the height of the tourist season Thus lack of ac-
commodations and their generally high cost. especially
for a family. help to explain the remarkable growth of
camping in Europe Granted that many people like the
outdoor aspects of camping. Many others are willing to
put up with its discomforts if they can avoid the fruttrat-
ing search for accommodations while on the road. often
ending in the pay ment, of h prices Most camps-itet

.re organized and controlle . by local authorities and
usually include such conveniences as a food store and
washing facilities This type of camping must be con-
trasted with that of hikers and climbers in wilderness
areas. who are generally seeking scenery and solitude

,The typical tourist campsite.offers little privacy or soli-
tude and may be located on the edge of a city and not
necessarily in an area of picturesque scenery Its aim is
to provide cheap accommodations and some camps are
geared to the transit tourist rather than to the individual
who v:ishes to spend a longer time in the area In the
lechierranean or'other sunnier regio6 of southern Eu-
rope camps generally serve tourists who intend to make
them the center for their vacation These camps should
not be confused v.ifh the villages of the Club Mediterra-
nee. W Filch do not cater to the casual tourist

The reason for the great populanty of the automobile
for tourist transportation lies not only in the flexibility it
gibes the traveller in choosing where and when he gets
or stops but alsa in its relative cheapness for moving a
family with baggage. including perhaps tents and cook-
ing gear The average traveller by car ands to balance
the costs of gasoline. food. and accommodations en
route with the costs of rail or air tickets for the Tamily.
and in most cases the automobile wins. Even.if a sea
crossing is involved. the convenience and cheapness of
'taking ones car makes it attractive in' many cases to use
one of the many "car-ferries found in Europe The most
important car-fernes In terms of passengers and cars
moved are the well - appointed ships linking Britain-and
continental Europe Car-fernes run from Dover to
Calais. Boulogne 'and Ostend. from Newhaven to
-Dieppe. from Southampton to Le Havre. and from
HArwich to Hoek an Ifolland and Esbjerg Others link
ports in northern England with Holland and Norway
Cars can also be ferried by air from Southend-on -Sea
and Lydd on the southeast coast of England to various
places in France. Belgiugn and Holland In the Baltic
region. car-fetsies link Trelleborg in Sweden with Sass-

L......



nitz in List Germany and Stockholm with Helsinki, The
Mediterranean has. however. seen the greatest recent
growth in car-ferry services Several ferries link Spain
with the Baleane Islands. and the 'latter are also served
by In air-ferry from Nimes in southern France Ferries
bring tourists and their cars from the French Riviera
and northern Italy to Corsica and Nice and from Italy to
Sicily. Yugoslavia. and Greece. Although car-fernes in
some places in North America. such as the Great Lakes
region. carry a substantial, traffic, it is mostly of local
rather than international significance, and the European
car-fern system is by far the most important in the
svorIct, in terms of international tourist traffic handfed
(Figure 2)

Movement of tourists by automobile has also been
e.xpeclited in recent yeas by The construction of new
bridges and tunnels The bridge over the Mackinac
Straits in Michigan. the varibus_international bridges
between the L Kited States and Canada. the Forth road
bride! in Scotland..the bridge system connecting the
Danish islands. and the new dikes and bridges con-
nectmg,the islands of Zeelind in the'Netherlands. are all

.. of great sienificance in irnproving access to certain re-
gions or speeding the Jo rneys of travellers For ex-
ample. the new routeAkr ted by the dikes and bridges
of the Delta Plan ha pened up previously remote
islands. such as A alchereri and Noordbev eland. to tour-
ists from (he Rotterdam area and beyonc\Movement
through the -icipi has been speeded by the c nstruction
of new -tunnels, such as the'.Morit Blanc tunnel between
Chamonix ih France and Courmayeur in Italy A new
highway on the Italian side liosereatly assisted in open-
ing up the Val d'Aocta for toiVists from the French side
of the Alps and has enabledt4ermayeur to develop as a
winter-sports center

l'n the' period immediately lowing Aorld'A ar II.
when ownership of private card was not widespread in
Europe; many persons went on l acaticm by bus A larg.
number of companies arose offering anything from one-
or two-day trips to two-week vacations. including ac-,
commodations and meals en route Although the rise of
tourism by private car has reduced the volume of tour-
ism by bus. nevertheless'there still a demand from
persons who do not own, a car. Who are elderly. or who
prefer to let someone elle do the driving and arranging
of accommodatione Bus (01.11S ore generally akom-
peied by a ,guide who ensures at the tourists miss
none of the sights and who ac as interpreter and
money changer Conducted tours re especially popular
in countries and regions where a unst might hesitate
to venture CA his own and. m fact. any countries of the
communist bloc encourage group urs This is done for.
two main reasons first. it keeps. t rik,ts under control
and prevents therp from wandering rom the established
tourist routes and. second.. it allo the most efficient
use of hmited Noel space by ensuring bloc reservations
of rooms In addition. it simplifies alit duties of in-
adequate restaurant staffs by organizing group meals

Some European tourist orgaAtiatiOns offer vacations
by buS with camping instead of hotel accomniodations
This is especially popular with Germans. who cross the
frontier in buses which tow trailers. containing tents.

equipment and even food. to the annoyance of the host
countries. who feel that they are making littleinoney out
of this self-contained tourism

Apart from organized tours. the bus is a pqpular
of international transport in many parts of the world
Europe the railroads have combined their efforts in
ganizing the Europabus comparry. which links most o
the countries in A'estern Europe with cheap and ef-
ficient services Other bus services link Europe with the

= Middle East and North Africa_ in North America trans-, )
continental bus companies offer the best means of trans-
15-ortation for the foreign tourist who does not wish to
rent a car or does Aot wish to miss the intimate contact
with the local scenery and people which travel by bus in
Contrast to flying gives With the low development of
passenger rail transportation in the Cnited States much
of the expected increase in foreign tourism may be han-
dled by bus. especially on short trips '

Sea Transportation

If tourism by car has shown a rapid increase in recent
years and promises to be even more important in the
future. tourism by ship has shown considerable decline
and is undergoing some drastic changes at the moment.
These remarks do not apply to ferries of various types.
which. as we have seen. still remain important because
of he increasein automobile tourism Tounsm by ship
refers to the movement of people over longer distances
by ocean-going ship Before A °rid k ar II virtually
e_erybody-- travelling across the Atlantic or Pacific
oceans or'to South Africa. Australia or the Far East
from Europe went by ship A number of shipping lines,
of ternational, fame. 'uch as the Cunard Line. the
Co pagnie Generale Transatlannque tthe French

neh the Holland - American Line, the Italian Line. and
he North German Lloyd maintained a fleet of luxury
liners which vied with one another for the "blue ribbon
of the Atlantic This was the era of the Majestic, the
Mauretania. the Europa. the Rex, and later the .\or-
mandi, the Queen tear} and the Queen Eli:abeam:After
the war many of these lines still continued to operate
'either with reconditioned ships or with new ones Such
ships as the France: the Lruted States the Route dam
the Italian liners. such as the Cnstoforo Colombo, or
Michelangelo. and later the Cunard's QE 2, replaced the
Pre-war fleet ofiprestige liners It was nit long. however.
before the rapid rise in air transportation began to offer
serious fompetition to the shipping lines Not only were

fares dropping to the same level or even lower thanjr
ippine fares. but for persons with only a few weeks

vacation. flying offered several days of extra time in the
place of destination The pleasure of an idle time at sea
spent in the equivident of a first-class hotel was-often
spoiled by cloud) or rough weather. especially on the
north Atlantic route

Apart from the competition with the airhsci. shipping
companies were being faced with risingaists. Liner?are
expensive to operate Depreciation and the costs of crew
and fuel can amount to 80 to 90 percent of total costs.
and costs of the actual 4rnage of passengers amount
to about .ten percent of total 'costs (Couper 19'2. p
.10c)10c) A ith the recent rise in fuel costs and the consid-
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erabliincreases in the wages of crews. operating a liner
has become obviously very expensive. Some European
shipping fompaines have attempted to cut costs by em-
ploying lower-paid Spanish. Greek. and Indoneil.an
crew members. The introduction of labor-saving de-
vices. such as autorrfated galleys or self-service cafe-
terias. hat also been tried in order to overcome the
problem of the labor-intensive nature of passenger liner
services (Couper. 1272. p. 107). At present most ship-
ping lines have withdrawn their passenger ships frolA the

e

transatlantic trade The Italians will shortly have phased
out their. once large transatlantic fleet. leaving the Brit-
ish CIE 2, which. it is claimed, is still profitable to oper-
ate, and the Soviet Mikhail Lermonloc, which began the
New York-Leningrad run in 1973. The Russians speak
optimistically of future prospects o this roate,but.sail-
ings at present are limited in numtir. The Polish liner
Stefan Bator) still sails from Montreal and calls at sev-
eral European ports. -

Most of the liners in use at present have been switched

91 8
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4.1

to cruises New and smaller ships. 'such as the Cunard
Adueniurer, are being built for the sole purpose of cruis-
ing and are generally unsuitable for other purpose
Greek and Norwegian firtris in -particular 'are active in
the cruise business In many cases passengers,fly ,ko a
port to join the ship. which speeds the turnover of
passengers and avoids long voyages to arrd from the
cruise areas Apart from sunshine during the winter
months. cruises offer the atmosphere of a good hotel.
with cheap drinks. gambling. dancing. and other enter-
tainments. with shore visits. generally in exotic
places Although cruises appeal to a certain relative*
well-to-do and predominantly elderly clientele. !ha
popularity Kerns assured and the floating resort trade is
do important development in modern tourism Further
construction of cruise ships is likely and several Ameri-
can corporations. including Metro - Goldwyn- Mayer. are
interested in investing in this expanding business The
Russians have also started tourist cruises with the
Maxim Gor/q. originally the H est German Hamburg.
built in 1969 and bought in 19-4 by the Russians It will
cruise to theCaribbean the coasts of America. and from
Canada to the Black Sea It will ob-Viously cater largely
to North American tourists

To complete the picture of tourism by water there
must be added the many boats carrying tourists on the
lakes and rivers of the world Pleasure boats ply the
Great Lakes. the Swedish and Furnish lakes. Lake Gen-
eva. Loch Lomond. and Lake ictona. to name a few
Regular international services by boat are maintained
between cities on many major rivers. such as the Rhine
and the Danube Pleasure cruises by boat are also pos-
sible on the rivers and canals v. hich link many countnes
m Europe and ;n theory it is possible to sail from the
Baltic to the Mediterranean or from the French coast"to
the Black Sea on inland waterways In practice most
river and canal tourism consists of relatively short tours
by ?pecially-designed passenger boats or by rented or
private small craft On the larger rivers and lakes hydro-
foil craft are becoming popular because of their greater
kpeed

Tranm Tourism

Although the main role of transportation in the devel-
opment of the tourist industry has been to move large
numbers of people cheaply. safely. and rapidly to their
destination and to make certain regions more accessible
to the tourist. it has had the side-effect of encouraging a
type of tourism which Christaller associated with "traf-
fic centers and traffil nodal points.- in particular where
d change from one kind of transportation to another
takes place (1955. p3. footnote 9) This type of tourism
can best be thought of as "transit" tounstn. as-it is the
result of persons stopping. generally for a short period.
on their way. to their major destination Such centers of
transit tourism are usually associated with transporta-
tion- and consist mainly of ports. places with a major
airport. or important railroad centers Examples,. of
ports with important transit tourism are Nev. York..
which receives.many visitors both by sea and air v. hoe
ultimate destination Ices elsewhere in the United States.

10

Montreal. which serves as the gateway to Canada for
man visitors. and Cape Town and Duiban in South
Africa. Some major ports handle tourist traffic. but have
few attractions for-the teurist to cause him iestay for
more than a night Such are Le Havre in Halve. Sou-th- s.

ampton, in England. Genoa in Italy. and Bremen in
Gernsany .

A ith the decrea9e in tourist movement by sea Many
ports are losing their transient visitors Sosme ports v. ith Of
d major airport. such as Montreal and Nev. York. still
received large number of Rersons in transitAirports.
hgwever. are not necessarily generators of a large transit
tourism. as. unlike ports. tJtey'do not generally involve a
change from one form of transportation to another and
many persons never leave the airport between changes
of planes tindrtheless. even these persons may make a
contribution to the local economy by purchases at the
duty-free shops. which are now a familiar feature of
most-major airports. Amsterdam ai' on advertises U.S
duty-free shopping center as the lar t in Europe The
city of Amsterdam also offers a n ber of free tours.
!teals. and drinks to tourists v. ho will break their jour-
hey in the city for a day or two This is a`deliherate
attempt to create a transit tourism The introduction of
he iet airliher has increased the importa'nce of clues

such as London. Amsterdam. Paris. or Frankfurt-am-
Main as first stops for the transatlantic tourist. but :t
has removed much of the transit trade from Shannon in
Ireland and Prestwick in Scotland, both at one time
important first stops on the flight from North America
Shannon had the largest of the first duty-free shops and
was an ;mportant center for persons in transit who
'A tOied-to seen g a few days in Ireland It still remains a'
major polar oflItntry for visitors with a destination in
Ireland l&land has developed an important transit
tourism as Icelandic Airlines has promoted low-cost
transatlantic passenger fares Becaukt Iceland does not
participate in internatiohal are agreements it offers
cheap fares to travellers from the L nited States to Eu-
rope via Reykjavik Passengers are encouraged to stop
in Iceland for d day or two. and tours are offered not
only in Iceland. but to Greenland as well. where passen-
gers can visit an Eskirn6 village

Transit tourism associated with railroad centers is
limited inginly to Europe and IS linked with-aspects of
urban touasn mentioned above The fact that the train
usually brings one to the hear: of the city makes is easy
for the tourist to spend time looking around or eating a
meal between trains. or stayingie night in one of the
hotels usually found near railrad stations and doing
some sight- seeing ,Many railroad centers are also major
cities. such as London. Pans. or Munich. which offer
sufficiev attractions to justify a short stay on the way
through . .

Transit tourism occurs also in the case of the automo-
bile travelleralthough its concentration in certain key
locations is not so obvious as in the case of ports.
airfields. and railroad centers There are. however.'sxr-
tain regions which lie on major highway routes between
points of origin of major twirlst flows and their destina-
tion If these routes are particularly long. as for ex-
ample. between the Ruhr region of Germany and south-
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ern Snail) or between Montreal and Florida. thei the
traveller will have to seek accommodations and food
somewhere en route This transit tourism has resOlted in
the Feat growth of motels, restaurants and °diet amen-
ities along the major highways of North A enc and
Europe. Certain regions'in North Amenca; uch as the
Great Plains states and the Prairie proven s of Canada
he On the routes from the East to the R y Mountains
and the %Nest coast and thus profit frog' the passage of
tourists who might otherwise not .i.sit these regions.
which offer few scenic or cultural ,ittractions Mans
European countries contain region1 with a large per-
centage of transients among their vtItors An exampk is
Slovenia in porthern`idgoslav la. which receives a large
number, of/ransient tourists on their way to the Dalma-
tian coast by car

There are some cities which are the starting places for
tours to adjacent countries or regions.and thus receive
numbers of transit tourists Examples are Helsinki in
Finland-and arsaw in Poland where tours tothe So-
%let L mon often begirt and end. Rovamemi in Finland,
a center for tours 14: Lapland. or Nairobi in Kenya, the
censor for wilS-life Sdfdr:S The last twoexamples also
have a elemen: of 'A ha: Chnstailer calls "central place-
tourism r 3) Tres('" !tai tour.sm places are
the /pain centers of a region with panicuiar toJrs4 at-
tractions and oTer accommodations an a:her facilities
for visitors :o :be region iChnstaller also had rrind
the more facal'inflJence of d ricent place as an aaracz
tior :p persons actaall. resident ,M1)he 'reg.on

The ',rid ['quern of Tourist tfocernentc
-1

Pi hen one studies statistics showing the direction of
the maior flows of tourists and their destinations. one is
immediately strack by the uneven spatial distribution of
international tourist actiities This distribution is due
to a variety of factors. the uncsen distribution of the
resources of tourism :he wide varlet.) of activities fol-
lowed by C-aca:loners (which also depend on their inter-
ests. aims. and goals. as:sell as on the types Of-transpor-
tation available or chosen), and changes in the seasons
(felremov 19-3. pp 10-11) -Y4Dows may also change or
diminish if a particular region has been experiencing
worse than average weather offer .a period 1 couple of
bad summers in northern Europe may cause people to
irek a vacation' in sunnier climes This expansion and.
contraction 'in tourist flows may be caused by other
social, economic. or cultural factors. such pi the inter-
national or domestic political situation. economic
changes in the countnes of origin or reception of the
tourist flows. Changes in international monetary ex-
change rates. rise and fall in prices for tourist services.
including food and lodging. and special .attractions of
short duration. such as festivals and`sports events (Z$ch-

.Inyayev and Fallovich 1972. p ;5).
iris this variety of factors which makes the analr'sis.of

tourist flows on a wokld-wide scale difficult Williams
and Zelinksy made an attempt to analyze patterns of
international tourist flows, one of the few major contri-
butions in the field made by Americans (1970) The?
hake demonstrated clearly the existence of certain stable

flows over a period of years (1958 -1966) However. cer-
tain problems emerge when they try to find tbreasons
for the direction and strength of some of theSe flows It
is vent difficult to analyze the-reasons for the existence Of
a flaw of tourists from one country to another v.ithout
fairly intimate knowk4ge of the historical, cultural. ma-
norkc, social. and other factors involved

If we look in some detail at one.of the examples given
by %-% illiams and Zelmsky. some of the problems of
tourist flow analysis emerge They suggest that the large
number of Dutchatouriits to the United Kingdom is
partially explained by the tlatimate commercial ties be-
tween these' two nations (p 564) As V% Illiams and
Zelinsky point out. there is a greater than expected flow
of Dutch tourists to the L K. c.onitared with those from
other countries However. very Av. of these visitors
'could have been Influenced to makic.thert trip becauSe of
trade ties between the countries unless they were en-
gaged in business It appears more creditit that among
:he factors attracting the Mitch to Britain are strong
.oar -time ties. strengthened in many cases by marriage
or persona: friendship. :he widespread knowledge of the
.Ergrish laneaage among the Dutch the attractions of

norring and sigh:7.cm¢ in London. and in some cases
roeity of a ea crossing In general :he Dutch see

d's ell as physically situated so Me.
4. here bet-veer :ne Germans and the British and feel
:nerrseives ::over :o either of :hese two countries than
:hey do to :ne French

To pat he sbec: of Dutch tourism to the L K" m
perspective. however. 1: should be noted that in the late
1960's only abo ut three percent of :ourists leaving the
Netherlands went to the United Kingdom while about

.20 percent /the largest propor.ion) went to %Nest Ger-
many anC over 11 percent to France (Elsecters tfaga-
:tne p 32) The popularity of the latter country
car De explained by environmental attractions rather
than; by cultural and historical ties In a recent study of

:o.inst movements the latgest proportion-in 19-4
12- percent/ still went to N% estl6ermany. followed by
Belgicirn end Spain (both 16 pernt). France (13 per-
cent ). Ito-1) (pine pernt). Scandinavia (four percent).
and Great Britain (two percent) kElsecters ilagavne
19-4. p 9)

An explanation of the direction and strength of tour-
ist flows from a particular country may in fact require
the analysis of a variety of factors which may be quite
complex Two examples arc Dutch tourist flows to Bel-
gium and Spain N% illiams and Zelinksy present the idea
that "shared cultural characteristics and earlier alleg-
iance to a common flag" may help to explain the flow of
tourists between the Netherlands and Belgium (p S64)
This factor may certainly have some igfluence on the
flow of Nounsts between Germany and Austria or be-
tween the United States .and Britain, as the authors
suggest. but it plays a er Minor role with the Dutch or
the Belgians The Dutch do not identify themselves
strongly with the Flemish. whom they regard as foreign:
err with some very un-Dutch characteristics Besides. the
predominantly Flemish- speaking arras of northern Bel-
gium appear to be uninteresting both physically and
culturally to the Dutch. who prefer to head for the more
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attractne regions of the Ardennes ta the French-speak-
' ing parts of Belgium or Luxembourg. The Ardennes

play in important rok in Dutch toucism as they offer
_sorne_of the nearest mountain settler) Cp home.Tiie fact
that Belgium was once part of the Netartands plays a
minor role in explaining the attitude of the two peoples
to one another. It should also be noted that a large
amount of day tourists cross the borderscn both direc-
tions. the Dutch often going to the lively night-clubs and
dance halls located Just Over the,iorder. to Antwerp,
which for some Dutch is the neatest large city to their
home region..or for recreation in the relatively sparsely
populated woodlands along the border

The case of Dutch tourism in Spain is very different
Williams and Minsky stated that "the reputedly phleg-
matic. businesslike Dutch appear to display little bra-_
%ado in, Their greater than expected preference for Bel-
gium. Luxembourg. the K and Germany- compared

,with their neighbors (p 566) The reasons Lin this lack
of interest in loog-distance tourism by the Dutch in the
1958-66 period was largely economic The Dutch at this
time had among the lowest average wages in %estern
Europe Beside,s,,the annual vacation was a low priority
for tie average Witch family. which preferred to spend
money on homes and interiors About this time many
peopirwere beginning to own cars and little money was
a% ailable for more than short vacation trips. The Clutch
became notorious as thnft) 'yacationers For example. in
1966 forty percent of Dutch vacationers took along a
tent or, small trailer, while only 20 *cent of. Belgian
tourists chosoth is type of % acation. At the same time the
average Belgian spent twice the amount of money on a
foreign Y.acation than did the Hollander (E:run:ovens
Dagblad 19'I. p 9) In 1974 somewhat the same pat-
tern v. as still apparent Twenty 2ercent of Dutch tourists
in Belgium stayed in trailer. 4hile,-.48 percent of those
visiting Scandinavia and 46 percent of those visiting
France slept in tents Eighty-five percent of all )utch
tourists going to France went by car Far fewer went to
Spain by car. 62'percent travelled by plane This propor-
tion' is remarkably high. as only nine percent of total
tourists leaYing the Netherlands in 1974 went by plane
It is. of course. explained by inexpensi%e -charter fares

.and'package deals Forty-one percent of the Dutch tour-
ists in Spain stayed in summer homes and apartments
and only 36 percent iri hotels and pensions The Dutch
prefer. if possibk. to stay in accommodations where
they can prepare their on meals. thus saYing,on food
expenses Clearly. in the case of the Dutch. the more one
must spend on transportation the less one tries to spend
on accommodations and food In connection with the
earlier remarks about Dutch tourists to the United
Kingdom. in 1974 twenty-two percent went by train. 17
percent by bus. and 56 percent by car. all'involving a sea
crossing by ship or ferry Only 11 patent went by air Of
these tourists as many as 22pereent stayed with friends
orvrelatives. illustrating the close ties existing between
man) Dutch and British people (Elseners ,4agazine
1974. pp 9. 11. 13)

In 1976 the pattern of Dutch tourism to Spain is
exhibiting signs of change due primarily to economic

I

,factors Advance studies reveal that about one-quarter
of the persons who Kent on vacation by air in 1975 now
intend to go by another form oktransportauon Cha
flights to Spain will sec r in-particular About 40 r-
cent of those tourists v. o went to Spain last sear say
that they will go elsewhere for their vacation in 1976 In
parucular the lower income groups'find the charter fares
too high. especially now that children must pay half fare
instead -of travelling free Even with high gasoline prices
a family can travel more cheaply by car than by air acip
it seems likely that the proportion of Dutch tclunin
vacationing by car will rise considerably Vacation ac-
commodations in neighbonng countries have already
been booked heavily in advance for the summer of 19-1b
(Elsaters Magdztne. 1976). - --

The stud) of the tourist flows generated by any one,
country to a number of other receiving countries is
clearly a.complex matter and each case must be exam-
ined separately and in depth before a correct analysis
can be arri%ed at. However. Williams and Zehnsky. if
not one so successful in explaining the reason for cer-
tain indi%idisal flows. have made a useful contribuilon to
the methodology of studying a pattern of tounst flows
They selected 14 countries which had exhibited some
consistency in flows over a number of years By restric-
ting the number.of countries they have created an arti-
ficial closed system. which may ditort analysis How-
ever. these k4 countries account for the bulk of world
tourist traffic and to,introduce more would compficate
the analysis (p 5511

They demonstrate-graphically the tourist flov. s by
means of a series of diagrams consisting of a pattern of
14 stiares on which are shown the proportions of tour-
ists received and generated by each country (Figure 3).
Similarities and differences in flow-pattern's between the
countries over time can be studied by examining the
coefficients resulting from a product-Moment correla- z
tion of flows in and out of a given country by year (pp
551-56)

The authors then qescribe a_floy:.' assignment model
which indicates not only the difference between actual
and expected flows between each pair of countries. but
also the relative success of a country in attracting tour-
ists from a sending country This Relative Acceptance
Index is computed by dividing the difference between
actual and expected flows by the expected flow The
authors claim that this model provides a basis against
which actual flows can be contrasted pp 556-63) .

The tourist flows discussed in the article are'clearly
not random arici a pattern exists. The authors suggest a
few basic`factorS which ge.nerate them They include (1)
spat] distance. (2) presence or absence of internatiortal
connectivity. including business. political. military and
other ties. (3) reciprocity of tourist flows (which the
authors admit is-a daubtfiil concept). (4) general tounst
.attractiveness of one country for another, (5) cost of a
vise to a gi%en country, (6) influence of intervening
opportunity (which we have already noted as "transit
tourism"). (7)ah'e national character of the source coun
try. and (8) the mental -image of the target area as
perceived by potential Yisitors (pp 563-66)
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Figure 3. Aggregaussourist flows from selected countries to
thirteen foreign lands- for 1958. 1959, 1964. 1965. and 1966.
This figure offers an impression of the absolute volume and
directions of flows of ibunsu among these nations. The area of
the stippled square, appearing in the same relative location in
each cartogram. represents the total number of tourists re-
ceived by the indicated-country from each of the other thirteen
The large cross-hatched square in each cartogram is equivalent
to the total number-ot tourists sent by the named country to
the other thirteen. The distribution of these travelers among
the other countries is shown by the proportionally scaled black
squares connected tolbe source area by dashed lines. For each
of theme lesser squares.jwo numbers appear the upper one
gives the absolute number of tourists (in millions) accounted
for by that particular Bow, and the lower item is the preceding

r

a

number expressed as a percentage of total tourists sent by the
country in question to the ether thirteen. In the single instance
of West Germany. a thirdvalik is given at the base of each
subsidiary squaretis total number of tourists received' in
millions For example, we see that West Germany sent astotal
of 3.92 million tourists to Iberia. a figure representing 3.83
percent of all tourists reported from West Germany du?ing the
study penod Also note that the relative sae of the hatched
versus the stippled square for West 'Germany indicates that
country exported many more tourists than it received." From
Anthony V. Williams and Wilbur Zelinsky. "On Some Pat-
terns in International Tourist Flows." Economic Geography.
Vol 46, No 4, October 1970, pp. 553-555 Reprinted -by
permission of Economic Geography
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Theoretical Aspects of the Geography of international
Tourism

The use of a flow assignment model by Williams And
4elinsky raises the question of the development of this_
retical models and their role in explaining the location of
tourist activkieiand the direction and strength of tourist
flows. A sitirple model of a tourist flow between
countries coniisu of three components, a country of
origin, a czuntry of destination, and a transportation
link. The number of persons using the transportation
link will be affected by the resistance of the link, which
can be defiled as a function of distance and cost. IT we
also take into account the propensity to participate (0)
at the origin, then we can say that the flow for any link ,
will be P X If Resistance of the link (Chubb: 1969. pp.

I

44,

4 ."

\-

26-27). Chubb uses this model s basis for a computer
program to predict tourist vows between counties, in.

Michigan, but it can be applied equally to international
flows. Chubb points odt that the inclusion of a number
of countries can make the model extremely' complex.
Expanding l* model to include as few as four countries
results in the creation of 16 possible direct flow lines.
However, a confuter cah handlea large .Number of
links with few problems (p. 28)..

The Slovak geographer, Peter Mariot. has developed
a more elaborate model of tourist flows between two
localities. As is shown in Figure 4, he supposes a place of
permanent residence and a tourist center. linked by an
access route, a return route and what he calls a "recrea-
tional route." Tourists using the access and return
routes do not utilize the tourist facilities of the region
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Figure 3 (continued)

thrpugh.which they are passing, whereas those using the
recreational rotas utilize the tourist facrlities of the re-
gion (hroufh which it passes. even though it is not the
ultimate goal of their journey (1969a, pp. 288-89). The
tourist can enter the recreational route from the place of
permanent residence or the tourist center or, alterna-
tively. from. the access route or the return route. This
model allow! for consideration of "ibtervening oppor-.
tunity" or transit tourism. Mariot's model is based on
the work of the YugoslaOgeographer 2ivadin Jovitia,
who has also developed a model of the hinterlands_ of
tourist centers. Similar work has also-Abwri carried out
by American geographeri on the model_ of concentric
impact zones around a tourist attraction (Peasy and
Grins: 1966, pp. 290-92). However, this modril more

a

0 OC
0 OS o

.._

*Z MCI

a

applicable to domestic tourism than 'to international
tourit flows.

The developmerit of a-macro-theory of tourist flows is
closely tied to the development of spatial theories of
transportation. Transportation geographers have stud-
ied interregional flows and the phenomenpn of distance
decay and have developed several methods of flow anal-,
ysis. including transaction flow analysis. factor analysis.
analysis of %odal flows and distance-based analysis
(Hay: 1973. pp. 118-25). The gravity model has also
been used to explain flow systems, although Hay has
criticized it as an irradequate theoretical model (pp. 127-

, 32). Nevertheless, gravity models have been successfully
developed in many flow studio; (Chisholm:1975. pp.
150-57). Considerable work still remains to be done
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Figure 4. Model of Tounst Flows between Two Locations
(after Mariol).

. - .

befOre. a substantial body of macro-theory can be devel-
- oped in the geography of international tourism either in

the form of a modification of one of more of the above
.models or by the development of new models., For mote
information on models of networks and flows, see Lein-
hach (1976).

A model has betn developed at the micro-levol which
helps to explain the conditions under which a tourist will
decide the length of a journey' which he proposes to
make. This decision is not simply a matter of cost but

`also one of discomfort': -A German economist, Hurst
Todt, has developed a theory of journey distance which
he develops within the framework of a spatial theory of
tourism. He poitulates an agglomeration of population
consisting Of a number of cities which can be treated as
one very large city. An example would be the Ruhr.
region. Around this agglomeration are symmetrically
distributed villages and small towns, including spas,

. health resorts. and recreation centers of all types. The
natural environment ekbis surrounding region is var-
ied, bet the inhabitants of the aggtometation,bave no
special preference for any one place. It is thus Alounst-
ically homogeneous region (1965, pp. 27-28).

The inhabitants of the agglomeration wish fro mak
recreation journeys from time to time which take them

. as far as pOssible from their place of residence, Todt
points out that journeys take time and, that if time is
limited, then a limit will'be set on the distance of the
journey. If we leave the time factor out of consideration,
then the two factors of expenditure of money (the cost of
the journey) on the one hand and the discomforts and
fatigue of the journey on the other will form the limiting
factors on the distance journey undertaken. To a
certain extent the expendiAires and the discomforts of a
journey can be.substituted for one another. Greatet
expenditures can provide greater comfort and reduce the
problems encountered on a journey. Likewise. if the
traveller isbwilling to put up with greater discomfort he
can reduce his expenditures. If we express the dis-
comforts of a journey in monetary terms in the same
way as we express other costs, then it is clear that long
journeys will Lost more than short journeys. Hence, all

dotter' things being equal, the distance of a journey is
determined by the amount of money available (p. 28).

Todt demonstrates (Figure 5) that, if we measure the

.
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Figure 5. Substitution Curve of Pnce Against Discomfortof
a-Journey (after Todt)

price of the journey along the y axis and discomfort
along the x axis. there is a Minimum price and a min-

, imum level of discomfort which exists for each journey.
He fits a curve AB along whicIr the traveller has the
possibility of substituting price foi discomfort within the
limits of-the minima'. As the minima of price and of
discomfort vary with the distance of egiven journey, so

DISCOMFORT

Figure 6 Determination of Lenkth of Journey (after Todt)
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the values showirby the substitution possibility curve.
may also change. Each distance tbus has its own sub-
stitution curve. This curie, which represents the possi-
bilay of substitution of expenditures for discomfort.

----tells us nothing about the readiness sf a traveller to-
exchange discomfort for expenditure. It is thus not an
indifference curve as we have not assumed that the trav-
eller shows any indifference to journeys involving differ-
ing levels of ekpenditure and correspondingly differing
levels of comfort (pp. 33-36).

Expenditures and discomfort can be thought of to-
gether as forming a burden which\ the traveller must
bear. An -indifference curve CD can be drawn which
sho all co mations of discomfort arid expenditure
whin
ll

in the ent of the given individual create an
equal burden. t demonstrates that this curve will be
concave in shapt-to the point of origin. as is shown in
Figure 6 (ply.. 37-40). If we assume as hypothesized that
the traveller tries to achieve the longest possible journey
that he can make v.ithin the time frame which is allowed
him or acceptable to him. then we can see from Figure 6.
where the indifference curve is placed in conjunction
with a series of substitution pbssibility curves (A,13,.

)

1

All....4.417-) for different lengths of journeys, that the
maximnrii length of journey undertaken will be deter-
mined bk the point at which one of the substitution
curves isf tangential to the indifference curve. This
-will also' determine- the level of expenditure onthe jour-,
ney (pp.1 40.-41 ). -

This Model forms the basis for a series of discussions
by Todi of cases where the indifference curve may be.
replaced by'another if the.traveller is willing to accept an
increasdd burden, but may either retain the same prO-
portioli between the factors of expenditure and dis-
comfort or change them. Much of Todt's further devel-
opmenl of his theory of travel goals is mathematically
complqx and is primarily oriented to domestic plmirism.
An 1,nt4resting point raised by Todt's discussions is that
in his dolmen theories of industrial location. as well as
the thepries of Christaller. L8sch, and von Thilnen, are
of latIS help in developing a location theory for a de-
mand- $riented industry such as tourism (pp. 11-26)
Further development of theory in the field of inter -
national tourism obviously must be sought in other
directions than in attempting to make standard loca-

_no al theories fit this special case
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HI. TOURISM ANI) THE REGIONAL -ECONOMY.
F

The economic impact of tourism on a given region is a'
subject primarily for study by econoitists, but at the
same time one which can not,be ignored by geographers.
The development of tourist resorts and other amenities.
in a region affects settlement patterns, population distri-
bution, transportation routes and the spatial pattern of

' agriculture and industry: The impact of tourism o,rr the
physical environment of a region also has both eco-
nomic and ecological aspects which are,of interest to the
geographer.

Before considerin;i4some of the more particulakas-
pects of the impact of tourism on-a region we shall look
at the concept of the existence of a"saturatiob level for

-tourism in a given region or district. This idea has beeti
forcibly expressed by the British economist r George
Young. He claims that if this saturation revel is ex-
ceeded, the costs of tourism outweigh the benefits. Satu-
ration levels are jletermined by availability of labor, the,
amount of lam suitable for hotel development, the ca-
pacity of the roads ororthe main tourat att.tractions of
the region. It is easy to demonstrate the concept of
saturation- for tourist facilities such as restaurants,
beaches'and scenic areas. but more difficult for cities or
regions. Little work has been done in this field. Never-
theless there are four main ways in which saturation of a
locality or a region can take place (Young: 1973, pp.
111.4).

According to Young, the first problem is the diversion
of land to tourist uses which denies its use for other
purposes, such as schools, residential housing, or open
space. He gives examples from Africa of the conflict
between the needs of tourists and of wild game in na-
tional parkland the wider area of conflict between land
use /or hotels and for residential housing in cities. The
second problem is the adverse'effect of the tourist in-
dustry on theiocat epaployment structure. Young thinks
that a growing proportion of the labor fo'rce being em-
ployed in the tourist industry can have a depressing
effect on regional economic growth because df the lower
productivity Potential of work in the tourist industry.
Employnient in hotels is largely seasonal, with low-
skilled, lovApaid workers. o o n women, part-time, or
family labor. In some cases els bring in workers from
abroad, which leads to, the probler of providing resi-
dential housing for these workers near their work.. as
most of them must rely oh public transport. Foreign
labor may also 9reatt political or racial tensions: The
third problem leading to saturation .of a region is the
preisure on the urban infrastructure, such as water sup-
ply, electricity,-taxi services, and etpecially on the tranv
portation system of a given city or region. This is parts E-
aularly noticeable in the otIder,tourist cities., Finally, the

_. combination-of thefprecruling factors can cause a psy-.

chological saturation' level among the local residents
which can lead to negative feelings towards the tourists.
Residents have to compete with tourists for a given
supply of services and in addition, many object to the
poor architectural quality of new hotels or to the devel-
,Opment of gambling establishments in their Community

' (Young 1973, pp. 112-23).
Young's points-are important and must be considered

when assessing the benefits and drawbacks of devel-
oping a regional r national tourist policy Some form
of control of the numbcrs of,tounsts admitted to a
cOntry may be necessary.- either by requiring visas for
visitors from abroad or by tounst taxes of various kinds.
However, few national governments or regional authon-
ties are' willing to stop the "golden hordes" as Turner
and Ash call therm. They further-document the great
damage that tourism has done to the economies and
psyches of various countries (1975). -

Two studies point to the problems of tourist satura-
tion in Spain. Parsons discusses the situation on Ma-
jorca, where la saturation hoketera exists. Palma de Mal-
lorca has 1,800 hotels and 200,000 tourist beds and is
"one of the world's great human concentrations at the
height of the season." Its jet airport during the summer
season is one of Europe'stnisiest (1973, pp. 135-36). His
map of high-rise hotels' and tourist apartments with
eight stories or more located on the Costa del,Sol dem-
onstrates dramatically the level of the impact of tourism
on this region (p.,137). Another account of the irripact of
tourism in Spain concentrates on the changes in the way
of life and local economy of the town of F,ormentera on
the Balearic Islands (Robprtson: 1965, pp. 926-39).

,People seeking the peace and solitude of a small rural
towa_in the sun,are increasingly liable ,to a rude shock as
the coasts of the Mediterranean teconie crowded with
buildings and'human beings.

The prbblems.of saturation are not only perctived in
the West. Soviet geographers point particulatly to the
impact of an excessive nur0-6 of tourists on the envi-
ronment.of beaches and coastal-regions, leading to pol-
lution and to the spread of infectious diseases (Zech-,
inyayev and Farkovich: 1972, p. 38). However, the,
economic and social aspects of saturation do not seem
as yet to have received nllich- attention in the Soviet
Union or Eastern Europe.

Tanzania provides an interesting example of a na-
tional debate on the pros and cons orfOurist develop-
matt, Tanzania has been developing a socialist economy
and, although the value of tourism as a means to eco-
nomic development has been recognized, there has been
some doubt on its place in a developing country with a
socialist system. On one hand the tourist is seen as an
alien and colonialist influence. The local people working
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in hotels and resorts must adopt a humiliattAg sub-
servientattitude to foreigners which is tantamount to
"cultural imperialism,:' The Cuban response warto put
the tourist hotels "to proper use.- housing students and
workers on their way to sugar-cane cutting (Shiql. 1973.
pp vii. ix) On the other hand, tourism helps to raise the
gross national product-stid brings in foreign exchange
It is a mistake to say that tourism only benefits the
capitalists, as some Tanzanian students claim. Large-
scale tourism has been developed to advantage in social-
ist countries such as Yugoslavia and Bulgaria (Mitchel
1973. pp 23-24) The result of this debate. which Was

'carried out on a broad national front in 1970 with a
number of Tanzanian artd-reign participants does not
seem to Have affected the government's plans to con-
tinue.with the development of.tourism Tanzania has a
serious competitor in Kenya. which has been developing
Its tourism quite successfully in recent years Obviously
there are fey. governments willingto restrict the flow of
tourists

A-discussion of the advantages and disaiilvantages of
tourism as a means of economic development raises the
question, as to w hether a method exists for measuring its
economic impact. One approach is the use of the "tour-
ist multiplier." such as that devised by Peters (1969. pp
236-38). The concept of the multiplier has been dis-

fr cussed in detail by Bryden. who points not only to some
basic problems involving data and methodology. but
also to the fact that the basipynesian multiplier was
designed for,the planning of short ten-1i -policies The
tourist multiplier does not measure the benefit accruing
over alonger period to the economy from'the expansion
of tourism as roes not assess accurately the real cost to
society of devoting resources to tourism (1973. pp 73-
77) Therefore. Bryden proposes rnstead using cost-ben-
efit analysis and develops a methodology, which he uses
for the Study of tourism in the Caribbean (pp 78. 82-
96)

Bryden's approach to the impact of tourism ow a
region is that or an economist The geographer. al-
though interested in the approach of the economist. is
primarily concerhed with the' spatial aspects of the im-
pact of tourism, on a region as well as its environmen-
tal impact In the case of a sparsely populated region or
one with a poorly*developed or depressed economy, tbe
impact may be great For example. the construction ora
major resort or hotel complex and itsubscquent oper-
ation not only creates-employment for local ptople.but
may also bring in workers from outside the regidn.
creating a. demand for housing and services. which may
result in the growth of local settlements. The, construc-
tion of new highways and airfields not only changes the
map of the region, but in turn may attract new industry
The agricultural pattern of a region may be changed
either by, the creation of new markets for vegetables.
fruit. milk products. and other foodstuffs or. on the
other hand, if the agriculture of the region is of marginal
quality. alternative employment in the tourism sector
iney hasten the decline and even demise of local agricul-

_

-S.--
tural activities. The latter case is especially noticeable in
mountain regions. such as the Alps. where pastoral and
agricultural activities have declined greatli with the im-
pact of'mass tourism In 1972 a conference of French
geographers Was held in Antrans and Grenoble to study-
the effect of tourism on employment in the Alps. The
papers given at this conference cover problems of meth-
odology as well as regional and local/situations (Col-
loque d'A`ntrans-Grenoble 1973).

Another development in modern tourism is the pur-
chase or rent of vacation homes and cottages. In many
cases this is'an aspect of regidnal or national tourism.
but increasingly foreigners have been establishing vaca-
tion homes in certain countries. particularly in Europe
and North America In Eur-ope the Germans appear to
be' in the vanguard and their land and 'property pur-
chases range from Scandinavia to Spain and from Ire-
land to Greece In some winter sports areas private
ownership of chalets or huts is becoming more common
In some summer and winter resorts large blocks of
apartments are for rent or for sale The purchase of an
apartment or home may be regarded as an investment.
as once the family has.used it for its on purposes it may
be rented out to others In a sunny region. such as
southern Spain. such property may bring in a year-
round income Vacation homes-may also be purchased
With an eye to eventual retirement Americans are now
buying vacation and retirement property in Mexico and
the Caribbean region. and summer cottages in Ontario
ocpuebec. with their cool summers, or winter sports
chalets in the Laurentians are also popular with people
from the eastern L S Apart from the fact that the local
people in some areas may resent (his intrusion of aliens.
in some cases the only people who gain economically are
those who have sold their land. farmhouses. or cottages
to foreigners. often at'grossly inflated prices The contri-
bution of ;he summer residents to the regional-tconomy
may be small as some of the visitors may bring their ow n-'
supplies with them and their stay is generally short

The establishment of summer or winter colonies of
foreignersdoes,not create the local employment offered
by a major resort'complex nor does it necessarily bring
in a great deal of foreign currency, ft has an impact on
the local economy only to the extent that it creates a
demand far the services of local storekeepers. handy-
men. and others who may look after the property during
the owners' absence In general. these colonies create
Lew new services.'includi g transportation facilitres, be-
cluse most of the w rs of vacation homesare seeking
peace in a rustic setting. unspoiled by develop-

-.

men t
The topic of Vacation and summer homes lies to a

great extent outside the field of international tourism
Most owners of vacation homes are not foreigagrs and
the problems associated with their location and develop-
ment are generally best studied on a local or...regional
Scale The subject of summer homes forms an impotiant
branch of study of recreational geography and-eAub-

.
stantial literature exists.
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'IV. GEOGRAPHICAL STUDIES OF
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM

Studies of international tourism by geographers fall
into three major categories: studies of tourism as a
general phenpmenon. (2).s.tudies of the development of
tourism or the potentials for development of specific
countries or regions, and (3) studies of specific branches
or, aspects of tourism.

Under the fir category are studies which examine the
geographical factors involved in The develppmena of in-
ternational tourism, such as those examined by Bruno
Nice (1965. pp. 249-67)'. He discusses the basic impulses
that create tourism and sees. tourism as a,phenomenon
of circulation and thus a spatial phenomenon. Apart
from the study of the environmental anti/spatial aspects
of tounsm, he sees the study of the impf tourism on
the population and -settlement pattern of a region as an
important aspect of geographical rescalch(p. 253). He
also examines the geography 'of tourist circulation and
urges the study of the tranvuZtion factor at all levels.
froin intercontinental to regioriil. and emphasizes the
importance -of regional planning for tourism (pp. 263-
64). The study of the geographic aspects of tourism by
theSlovak geographer Gustav Sladek. discussed in some
detail previously, alsb falls within this category (1966).
The Soviet geographer Ycfremov- also looks at the na-
ture of tourist geography and. although his interests are
directed more to domestic than to international tourism.
he makes some interesting points. In particular he
stresses the systems approach to tourist geography and
sees the development of a series of spatially organized
complexes of recreational systems, called "territorial-
recreational systems." These consist of a system of links,
including various forms of transport and services (1973.
p. 14). He alio points to the necessity for the continued
role of -descriptive geography" and for the develop-
mcnt of regional tourist geography'as important contri-
butions to the field (p. 19).

Under this category of tidies are also those involving
international tourist movements, of which the study by
Williams and Zelinsky discussed previously is a major
example. Few studies of this type or scope have been
attempted by European geographers.

The second category of geogriphical studies includes
a large number devoted to the development of tourism
in European and other countries. A typical example is
the study of tourism in. Italy by the Italian geographer.
Giovanni Merlint He discusses the role of the Italian
landscape as a good which is economically usable, has a

value, and 'yields a return. It is a resource which is still
far from complete utilization (1968, pp. 1,4). He reviews
the concept of a tourist region and the regional impact

of tourism. Merlin' secs three essential problems for
study by geographers as (I) demand for tpurism. (2)
research on the location of new reception areas, and (3)
the adaption of the phenomena of tourism to different
forms of landscape (p. 9). He places some of his ideas in
the framework of the Italian peninsula. This type of
study thus contains some general principles applied to a
particular region.

Other studies in this category may contain fewer ideas
and are more descripuve. An example is the study of the
development of international tourism in Bulgaria by
Mironenko. He points out that Bulgaria is the leader
among the socialist countries and one of the first in the
world in the speed of its growth of- international tour-
ism After a short review. of the is istory of tourism in
Eitulgana, he analyzes in some detail the recreational
resources of tft country He then discusses tourist flows
and their countries of ongin and the factors influertgrig
these flows Finally. Mironenko gives a detailed analysis
of the major tourist regions, with special attention to the
Black Sea coast. and examines the seasonal nature of
Bulgarian tourism. The study is illustrated with maps
showing major cultural and historical at.wactions, tour-
ist regions and the major ,Wrist features of the Black
Sea coast (1973. pp. 177-91) His study is typical of a
large number in the craturc which are basically de-
scnptive and informative ut contain few new
concepts of methodology.

A number of studies of the suitability of national or
regional environments for tourist: development have
been carried out by physical geographers. A Soviet ge--
ographer. N. A Danilova, has analyzed the climate of
the Baltic region of the Sos;iet Union according to its
suitability for tourism She arrives ai a definition of ithe
most comfortable type of weather Mc h.innan activities
in terms of the temperature of the skin, amounts of
perspiration, sensation of heat, and the burden placed
on the heat-regulatory system of the body (1973. p. 165)
Her norm for the study is the level of',comfor't for
healthy persons from 18 to 40 years of ate. engaged in
light, work. Older people and children generally have a
different comfort level as do campers and others spend-
ing all their time outdoors. People from different cli-
matic zones of the world also have different levels of
comfort (pp 166-67) Climatic conditions for the devel-
opment of spas and health resorts are also different from
those required for active young tourists. Damlova prof
duces maps with isolines.showing the riumtier of days in
1962 and 1964 during which weather conditions pr8
duced tfic defined level ofcorn fort A well as diagramstf
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the distributiorr of comfortable and uncomfortable
weather according to seasons Comparisons of the data
for these two sears with the mean annual weather for

-the region enables her to arrive at concluSions about
spatial and temporal differences in comfort levels (pp
169-75.2N) A stud) of this type can be of great value
in planning for future tourist facilities

The third categorLof studies includes those whisk
examine sr particular'branch of tourism A number of
studies have been made of winter sports resorts in the
Alpine countries A good example is the article 13) th,e

French geographer Robert Menaudeau in which he ana-
lyzes the development and problems of three Alpine
winter resorts. Garmisch-Partenkirchen in Germany.
the Arlberg ressrts in Austria. and Verbier. a new resort
in Switzerland_ He devotes considerable space to a dis-
cussion of problems of transportation (1963) The hal-
lag geographer Umberto Bonapace also looks at winter
sports in ital) frOin a geographic viewpoint (1968) The
numerous articles which have appeared in various lan-
guages on the subject of "sunshine and sea" tourism in
the 'vlediterraneao region also fall within thiscategor)

Some European geographers have carried out studies
of particular groups of tourists who visit their countt) --
or- region French geographers have studied the Anglo-
Saxon invasions or their territory Jean tinier examintxt
the development and impact of American tourism in
France and analyzed the factors involved in this old
tourist tradition according to numbers and composition
of tourists, means of transport. tourist expenditure. and
the regions visited (1964) Jacques Jo') studied British
tourism in Savoie and Dauphine during three time pen-
ods.starting in 1920 He showed thtearly importance of
Chamonix as a major British resdft and discussed the
role of climbing. spas. lake shore resorts. and thoorit) of
Grenoble as attractions for the British Atpresent the
pattern has changed Many tourists arnve by air and the
cities of Grenoble and Chambe"zy have become more
attractive to the British. while Chamonix has now
main') .American and German tourists The British do
not come to the region for winter sports and in general
the mountain resorts have a small British clientele Jol)
uses a map with ptoivrtional divided circles-to show the
number of domestic and foreign visitors to each resort_

.1

sit

A similar map for winter resorts 'shows the low propor-
tion of reign visitors during that season (1%3)

Because of the increasing moot-lance of tourism in
the national economies of many countries, a number of
meetings and conferences of geographers and others
have been organizeeko exchange views on the subject of
tourism French geographers held a national conference
on applied geography in 1961 at which discussions of
tourist geography occupied an important place-(Kger
1962) In 1968 the Romanian geographers held their
first national conference of tourist geograph) preseriNg
35 papers on subjects ranging from tourist region-
alization and other general topics to studies of individ-
ual tourist regions The conforence concluded With a
regional field trip (Badea 1969. pp 81-93) Several other
countries hay` held similar conferences. including one
on the subject of tourism and the environment in Britain
in 1971 (British Tourist Authority 1972)

At the international level a conference of the V_orking
Group on the Ge9graph) of Tourism and Recreation of
the Internationbl Geographical Union was held in
Austria in 1973 Geographers from 10 countries pre-
sented 23 papers which were later published (M atznet-
ter 1974) The major research themes of the V orking
Group were (1) termiuolog). (2) physical nature and
development of tourism. (3) tourism as a factor of na-
tional and regional development. (4) international
boundaries and their bearing on the development of
tourism. and.(5) the spatial behavior of leisure-tiroie
activities (Matznfetter 1974. p In 1967 the Associa-
tion of Geographers of French America held a confer-
ence in Quebec on the subject of tourism and geography.
which resulted in the publication of a special volume of
articles (-irssociation des Geographes de l'Amerique
Francaise 1967. pp 3' -170).

The increasing involvement of the geographers of
man) countries in both international and domestic tour-
ism is evident from the volume of publications and the
number of conferences and meetings at which geogra-
ph) of tourism is a major theme Although domestic
tourism and recreation ma) still be the major subject of
research in sonte countries. there are few where the
impact of international tourism is not beginning to play
an increasingly important role
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V. THVSICAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS
INFLUENCING THE LOCATION OF .TISURISM

The study and analysis of tourist flows and their pat-
teiris on the surface of the earth form the core of the
geography of international tourism. We have seen the
various forms. of transportation which permit The rapid
and widespread movement of tourists around the world
We have also looked at the methodology for the study of
these flows and at the impact of tourism on the economy
of places andiegions However. people do not travel con-
siderable distances and are not willing to expend money
and experience discomfort to get to a specific destination
unless that placeoffers certain attractions which their
own place of-residence does not possessin other words.
flows and patterns of tourism result because of a variety
of physical and cultural attractions possessed by differ-
ent places which appeal to people with different back-
grounds, tastes and needs. The uneven distribution of
tourism on the surface of the earth is explained to a
great extent the complex interrelationships between
attractions o ariotis typesand the interesti and desires
of tourists.-

In order to be able to explain these interrelationships
and in turn the tourist movements which develop from
them. the geographer'needs to know the various charac-
tenstics of the people and places involved Therefore. it
is necessary to look at the various factors which make a
place attractive for tourism and also at the way in which
people perceive a place as attractive or not

Sam, Sea, aid the Resort

Of-ah the factors 'influencing the location of tOunst
activities the most important are the physical. The mass
development of tourism in Europe derives from the
eltiSterICC. on-one hand, of urbanized regions with cool.
cloudy climate and,- on the other, of relattvety under-
populated regions with a warm. sunny climate. It has
leen said that the large migration of Germans to Spain
and Italy is not a reflection of an interest in Latin
culture. but of the shortness and coldness of Germany's
coastline (Simpson. 1968. p. 233). ,A large number of
resorts= ring the Mediterranean coast for housing and
'feeding the worshippers of sun and sea from'Nertriem
Europe. Other amusements and entertainmentsThay be
provided, but they are sidelines to the major attractions
of the sun and the beach. To many tourists the country
matters little. Spain may have bullfights and flamenco
dancers and Italy may have Latin lovers and the Lean-
ing Tower of Nis. but what matters to most is the
promise of reliable sunshine. ;warm temperatures. a

Place visaed br people for the pu'rpose of aeration. health. etc

.

beach to lie on. warm wafer to swim in. and clean btu
4icap hotels and restaurants. In fact the relative popu- .

lanty of Spain In the last couple of decades over Italy .
and the south of trance has' been attributed to its rcla-
nye!) , low prices. Yugoslavia. Romania, and Bulgaria
have been the latest countries-to develop their costs for
tourism and to offer low cost vacations to sun-hungr
northerners. The complex of new hotels stretching along
the Black Sea coasts of Romania and Bulgaria is a good
example. of development designed primarily to exploit
warm summer temperatures and broad sand) beaches
which slope gents into a sea free from dangerous cur-
rents and jelly-fish. oreigners are housed in hotels ac-
cording to nationality and language and, although trips
can be made ,to various inland natural and cultural

,attractions, contact between .the guest an the local
pedpie is limited.

ProbleT1 of Coastal Resorts

This isolation of resort visitors from the surrounding
native peoples is also a phinomenon of modern tourist
development in areas other than Eastern _Europe. In
maii) countnes.new -resorts and hotels are being built
Ir,om scrltch on empty coastlines, with tourists, waiters,
cooks and maids all corning from outside the area. This
can produce an "ocean ,liner- atmosphere, insulated
frost the outside world (Simptn 1968. pp. 233-34). It is
probably true that mapy people like it this way. as it
limits the need to communicate with- foreigners and
reduces contacts with possibly unpleasant or perhaps
pualing aspects of local,life.

This tendency towards isolating tourists frdm
life runs counter to the view of tourism often propagated
by' writers in thecom nist countries A- Ronianian
view rs th t "touris general, including tourist geog-
raphy. es a high humanistic ideal of educatibn.of
progress and peace between peoples" fiance 1976, p-
37,0). T a Soviet writer tourism is "a form'of cultural
conta between peoples of different countries" and
"toes sm between socialist countries plays an important
roleein developing social connections between them and
helgs to develop the world system of wcialism-.
(Anan'yev: 1968, pp. 11-1.2). This somewhatVealistic
view of tourism, 'difficult to associate with preserttirends
in mass tourism. is tempered by the warning that "the
Soviet people constantly Jemernber that tourist ex-
change between socialist and capitalist countries takes
place at the same time in the arena of a political and
111:0114,Cal struggle with its own specificl.tastures"
(Anan'yev 1968. p. 13) This last remark woul uggest
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the-ads isability of isolating tourists from capitalist land-S
as much as possilile froin contacts with the local popu-
lation In fact, the attraction of the tounst mark_ or
dollar for the gosernmehts .of man) of the communist
countries is offset by the dangers of excessive contact
between their peoples and Western tourists

Although the Mediterranean beaches of Southern Eu-
rope and North Africa. along with those of the Black.
.',y.oph. and Baltic Seas. have sirtually monopolized the
seaside tourist trade of the Old W orld (Figure "). other
continents are beginning to develop their resources The
L nited States has seen the deseloprvient of the Florida
beaches along with those of the Carolinas. and Califor-
nia Mexico has its Acapulco. and the Caribbean Islands
have des eloped their resorts at a rapid rate during the
last two decades Lruguay attracts other Latin Amen-
cans with its excellent beaches and casinos In A e
Africa. the gory Coast is destloping a mayor coasta
_resort for foreign tourists

This development of seaside resorts in sunnier cli-
mates has had considerable repercussions on resorts in
northern Europe Vi ith an increase in the number of
persons 3bie. to afford Nacanons which occurred during
the N. :clone.: period in Great Britain. a number of ma-
:or seaside resorts had developed They were, loca:ed
mainly near ;arge urban concentrations. the MOSt no:
table being Brighwn. sersiring the London area. and
Blackpool.zsersing :rte industnal North Their growth
was speeded by Me development of rapid' railroadans.
poranon ;Robinson 19-2. p 3855 On the continent

:spes of resorts arose. such as Scheseningen
.

sersing the Hague. Ostend serving Brussels. Deauville
serving 'Pans. and Le Touquet serving Pans and Brus-

here.t .n ;he-L. riled Sta:es. Anantic City served
the Nev. York-Philadelphia region Apart front or.-eng
the visitor a bea..h and the sea. and. with luck. some St,r.-
ihareNhel.0 -resorts developed various other attractions.
such as jor.omenades. piers. amusement galleries_ dance -
halls. ciAinos. and :heaters. and accommodatior.s rang
from cheap bed-and- reak fast estaniishments to giant
luxury hotels the development of resorts in the Medi-
terranean and other sunnier and warmer regions. along
with the ability of more people to afford longer vacation,
Journeys. has led- to the demise of many of the seaside
resorts of northern Europe Luxury hotels have been

*closed or converted to other and Marry resorts rely
now for their income on the d tripper. whose range of
activity has been increased gr h by the automobile. or
on a more stable population of tired persons. Because
of the great increase in day to rism by car and the
fesultant traffic congestion in resort towns. many tour-
ists are seeking small. unspoiled villages and towns.
which. in their turn. will ome overcrowded

It should be noted that e transition from northern
to southern European resorts solves factors other than
purely climatic ones The earliest resort development in
the Mediterranean region took place on the French Cote
d'Azur The period from 1865 until W orld War I saw
the nix of Noce Ind Cannes as winter resorts for the

' Rc.de-s ma. t,naFtg.f.t. auct,, -.ants.% piact
narnc of Farapc.- ar:d ki5d terrancar rrior

a

moneyed classes from northern Europe and England in
particular These luxury resorts has e undergone consid-
erable changes since, orld War 11. as a new class of

ifferent tastes and more limitedtourist has arisen wi
finances than the pre --fir group The new group consists
mainly of working people. who have their.vacations
the summer months. a fact w hich has changed Nice into
a predominantly summer resort (Latouche 1963. pp
369 -'0i The rich have in turn toined the let set.- who
now seek the mor lc and distant shores of Aca-
pulco or Tahiti
glory and must
tourism not on
Mediterranean c
sillon region. bu

untries Reiss

ice and Cannes have lost their old
w compete in the field of the new mass
with newer resorts orl the French
t. especially in the Languedoc-Rous-

with a host of others in neighboring
the war and 1955 the French Riviera

had some competition from the Spanish Costa Brava
and the Biarritz-San Sebastian area on the Bay of Bis-
cay During the period 19-5.5-1965. however. new resorts
began lo appear in Corsica. or the Costa del Sol and the
Costa Blanca in Spain. along the Itahan Riviera di Po-
nen:it and di Lesante. on the Adnatic coast north of

:he Naples -Capr: area and ir Sardinia. and
i the Da.:--ianari cods: ' ugos:asia Since 1965 new

deeioorrents tiaye :axer. mace or :he Costa,Dorada of
Spain arid on he Balearic Islands. especially s.fayorca. m
Portuga: or. :nc Algarve cons: and :r. the north. in
C4ianr:d :13C S;;;;Iy in Italy and on the Greek islands.
inc!ud:riig Corfu and Rhodes A large number of new
hotels have beer bu::: on the Yagoslas coast. while
Morncco. and LAKCy have been investing Athe
de.eidpment of several mayor new resorts The at id
growth of the Blacx Sea resorts of Buipana and Ro-
-nan:a also be-gat clxiing this period During the last few
years the Earopean :ounis: agencies has e added !vladtira
ee....a the Canar. Islands to 11eir fists, espmally for the
wealthier winter to-insts

Trois move away from the tradrtional sac:anon of the
pas: is a reflection not only of a search for exotic sunny
Chores. but also of the development of cheap air trans-
portatwn. mainly organized on a charter basis The
lower costs of accommodations and food in many of the
economically less developed regions or. the fringes of the
Mediterranean also m4ke it possible for tourist agencies
to offer attractive packtge vacations within the financial
dbilty. of mars working-class families in nortbern Eu-
rope Tourist organizations and agencies m may north
European countries have organized hotels and other
facilities in southern resorts for the exclusive use of their

.own nationals For example. the Dutch -b.ase.clev eloped
hotels in the Spanish resorts of Torremolipos and Ben.
almadena on the Costa del Sol and Dutch tourists arrive
in large numbers by charter plane during the summer
Some have bought hOuses. apartments. or land in the
area for vacation use or for retirement. and d small but
growing Dutch colony is developing These people are
bringing a steady stream of foreign currency in exchange
for:scroces,into a region which offers few alternatives
for employment

'Most resorts owe their deselopment to government
activity and investment and the tourist industry is to a
great extent nationalized For example, the French gos-
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ernrnent is involvtiOn the development of six resorts in
Languedoc to house two million tourists (Lavery- 1974.
p. l93) Only a few individuals, such as Baron Edmond
de Rothschild. who is aiding the development of a resort
at Caesarea in Israel. and the Aga K hat. vilfo is backing
a resort in Sardinia. can afford the necessary in-
vestments (Simpson 1968, p 240, footnote 18). In the

countnes. in particular. mvesiment in the
tourist industry by the government is essential if any-
development is to take place at all and in some countries
the development of tounst facilities stands very high on
the list of investment priorities. As Chnstaller pointed
out. it is precisely in the penpheral regions of Curope
and in the underdeveloped countnes that tourism has
most to offer in terms of economic development (1964.
pp 95-103) It is in these regions that the greatest expan-
sion of the "sun and fun" variety' of mass tourism
shoulckbe expected in the future

A recent development of significarice for the future of
tourism in the Mediterranean and beyond is the devel-
opment of organizations such as the "Club Michterra-
nee The concept of this club is based somewhat on the
holiday camp as devised by Butlin in Great Bntain The
Butlin holiday camps. first started at Skegneys try 1936.
consist of villages of chalets. with communal riestaurants
and aniuments_ located near the sea The keynote of
the holiday camp. however. is organized entertainment
and activ.ities.,whereas the Club Metfiterranee, although
using the village format. does not attempt to organize
the vocations of its members to the same degree The
aim of its founder. the Belgian Gerard Blitz. is to create
an atmosphere directly opposed to that of hfe m a large.
urban center Lath the villages is informal and democ-
racy is stressed, aria sports form the major occupation
,of the guests .-

-The first village was started in 1949 on Majorca and at
the moment there are over '5. stretching.frpm Tahiti to
Senegal. includirlg villages in such diverse places as
Egypt. Israel. Cuba. SpainAllorocco. turkey, Hawaii

And Mexico There Are several.% inter sports resorts The
. Cub is trying to attract American tourists by developing

bilingual villages where English is spoken along with
French About nine percent of the Club`s one million
members are North Americans The Club Mediterranie
is now a public company. with Baron Edmond dc
Rothschild and a company owned by Giovanni Agnelli
of the Fiat corporation major stockholders_

The vii ge resorts o t e Club Maditerranee are open
to the sa e Friticisni as most other modern resorts
which hav aPpeared along the coasts of the developing
countries. hey are self-contained, isolated islands of
middle-class ropean or American urbahites v.ilo have

.tittle contact with the local people The Club does not
encourage members to leave the premises of the resort
except on conducted tours (Francke .1976. p. 47)

Although long hours of sunshine atid warmth are the,
basic ingredients for a successful seaside -resort. another
aspect of the physical environment, although independ-
ent of the climate, cannot be neglected. This is the quality
of the beach Such resorts as Copacabana. Palm Beach.
Mamala in Romania. Muizenberg in South Africa.
and Montego-Bay in Jamaica offer the combination of

sunshine and dine sandy beaches The sandy. dune-
backed beaches of the Dutch and the Belgtan coasts are
good enough to offset the disadvantages of climate for
the thousands 'of Germans from the Ruhr industrial

'region who invade them during the summer, In the
British Isles the quality of the tkachesvaries frorn.one
resort to another find can be an imEttvrtant factor in
attracting families with children. who are Ipoking for a
Sandy beach where the children can dig and build sand
ca -sties and whichlias a gentle slope ir4o a sea without
dangerous currents.

The character and slope of the beech creates the nec-
essary conditions for surfing. which has increased
great]) in popularity .an recent years Although suitable
conditions for the sport exist at locations in California.
Haan. South A fric# and other regions. the major area
of development is ig4,ustralia, For example. a twenty-
five mile stretch of cost south of Brisbane has been
developed as a surfing nd water sports area. known as
the Goldcoast This region, with Surfers. Paradise as its
center. noilijiontatifs over 2.600 hotels and has begun to
attract foreVn tourists. including Japanese

The nat4re of the coastline may be important in the
development of resorts. apatz from the presence or ab-
sence of good beaches Boating and sailing have played
a major role in the development of some coastal resorts

--and the existence of a sheltered bay or channel. the lack
of reefs or rocks. and the presence of a good harbor.
natural or otherwise. are favorable for the sport of sail-
ing The resort of Cowes on the Isle of Aight in south-
ern England has the above features and has become a
major center for international yachting Mannas, which
prthicie mooring. provisions. repairs, and in some cases
ciAernight accommodations and other serNicss for
yachtsmen. are beginning to appear in increasing num-
bers along the coasts of many countnes Although sun-
shine and warmth make sailing more pleasant. warm
temperatures are not as important fof sailing as for
swimming and many of the northern countries offer
good conditions for the sport

Polhaton

A major problem which may have a limiting effect on
the development of seaside resorts in the f4ure is that of
pollution. both of beaches and of the adJcent waters
Beach users are major polluters- Their litter is not only
unsightly but creates hazards such as broken glass and
tin cans which can cause injury to the feet of bathers
More serious. because less easy to control and to remove.
is the pollution caused by oil spills from passing ships.
either in the form of deliberate release of 0)1 or because
of an accident Several serious oil spills 4long the coasts
of the United States and the British Isles have received
considerable publicity in recent years Although the
damage to sca birds and other faima,has been stressed.
the threat to a resort beach from even a small spill can
be senous

The dumping of industnal waste. sewage. and garbage
into the sea close to resort beaches can make swimming
not only unpleasant but also dangerous to health by
increasing the possibility of infectious diseases It also
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limits the possibility of safe recreational fishing in many
coastal areas because of the danger of eating the pol-
luted fish.

.So,Trie tourist countries are already seriously affected
by pollution. Almost two-thirds of the beaches of Italy
have- been polluted to some degree by sewage and gar-
bage Sojne -*Astern Mediterranean countries, such as
Israel and Lebinon, also report that pollution is becom-
ing a Tnajdr problem facing the futuit development of
their tqurist industry. So far Greek. Yugewle4-,-- and
Turkish resorts have not yet encountered serious pollu-
tion, but they will have to exercise extreme caution to
prevent the present situation from deteriorating. Pollu-
tion is also affecting inland waters. For example, in
Switzerland rib swimming is permitted on Lake Lugano.
and some beaches have been closed on tht shores of
Lake Geneva.-

Apart from environmental pollution. the seaside re-
sort may suffer from what is often referred to as "visual
pollution Many of the nineteenth century reports were
built with taste and srvle and some modern resorts. such
as the sillages of the Club Mediterrante, make an at-
tempt to blend with the local_architectural styles and
physical en% irobniens However. many resorts are char-
acterized by poorly designedand shoddily built hotels.
restaurants. other recreational buildings. garish ather-
tIstments and signs. and a general lack of control of
a}chitectural style Some Mediterranean coastal resorts
consist of rows of apartments constructed en masse with
cheap and rapid ionstruction techniques In some cases
overcrowding hasgUlted in a second row of apartment
blocks from which it is impossible to obtain a crew of
the sea There is a sameney to many of these resorts
which makes it difficult at times to know in which coun-
try one might be

%% inter Resorts

Although warm summer temperatures may be the
_major component of climate" affecting the location of
tourist deselopment: cold winter temperatures are also

`importaru, Although the majority of people employed in
a modern industrial society take their vacations during
the summer there are more mid, more who find it pos-
sible to take some time off from their work in the winter
Some summer resorts keep hotels and facilities open fefr
a clientele seeking relief from northern winters and who
benefit from cheap*, off-season rates both in accom-
modations andtransportation This is especially .true of
the more southerly resorts in North Africa. Madeira.
and the Canary Islands It was. in fact. the warm winters
of the French Riviera which led to its early development

was a tourist region However, 'cold winter temperatures
are more significant than warm ones in the deselopment
and location of modern winter tourism and the growth
m popularity of winter sports is °a of the most
noteworthy developments of the tourist industry of the
last few decades

Of all-the modern winter sports activities, skiing is by
far the most popular Skiing as a form of winter trans-
portation has an ancient history, but as a sport it is of
relatively recent vintage Skating is an older sport, being
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popular in northern.Ourope,Itspecially in Holland, in
the seventeenth century. The lack of -long periods of
freezing temperatures results in a rather 'united skating .

season in England or Holland. but no major skating
resorts were ever de4loped in countries with a more
suitable climate. This was partly because of the relative
unpopularity of skating as a modern sport and partly
because of the deselopment of the artificial indoor ice
rink. which,made skating a sport independent of eh,
mate Skiing requires quite different physical conditions
from skating First of all, it is an outdoor sport and
second. it requires a good snow cover and a mountain-
ous or. at last, hilly terrain. The last item is not so
necessary for cross-country skiing as practiced in the
Nordic countnes; a type of skiing which is becoming
rapidly more popular in the Alpine countnes and North
America Oowe%er. few skiing resorts have beeirdevel-
oped in areas which-do not havt a hill in tie
Modern skiing as a mass sport developed it the Alps
add Alpine-type downhill skiing still forn>he model
for-the sport in most parts of the world.

The use of mountain regions as areas ror recreation
and tourism is of relatisely recent origin. It was only in
the eighteenth century that Europeans began to perceive
mountains as anything but regions Of danger and hor-
ror Mountain climbing in the Alps began in the late
eighteenth century and skiing was introduced from Nor-
way by the English to the Swiss Alps in the 1890',s -The
deselopment of the ski lift in the 1930's led not onlyno
the rapid development of skiing for sport,,Put opened up
the Alps to all forms of tourism 'By giving access to
higher slopes and glaciers it has enabled resorts such as
Chamonix and Zermatt to develop a summer skiing
season

Because of differences in climate and terrain between,
the different mountain regions of Europe, conditions f91'
developing winter sports vary considerably from region
to region The lack of sufficient snow for long periods
makes much of the southern Alps unsuitable for skiing.
although a few resorts hale recently been developed in
this region Esen in the northern Alps weather and snow
conditions can be quite variable depending on the time
of the year and the altitude For this reason some resorts
can offer guaranteed good conditions for skiing from
Christmas until Easter. whereas others hale a more re-
stricted season In the Norwegian mountains. on the
other hand, snow conditions are more uniform from
plice to place throughout the winter, but the shat day-
light hours of the winter mond"r along with the .cold
temperatures reduce the popularity of Norwegian re-,
sorts with the foreign tourist until the spring (Heller-
1969. pp 60-61) Scotland has seen some commercial
de%elopment of its winter sports facilities in recent years.
bit suffers from the %anable weather associated %%0:4
west-coast marine climate, with a resultant uncertaintr.e.
about snow and weather conditions at any given time in
the -winter (Perry 1971, pp 197-201) In- fact. com-
mercially organized skiing in Scotland is only really
practical in the snow-filled comes and gullies of the
major mountain ranges. such as the Grampians Scot-
tish skiing, however, attracts few tourists from outside
Britain Other mountain regions of Europe have varied
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conditions for winter sport development, Tile Pyrenees
have some centers, such as Bagneres de Luchon and
Bareges on the French side, but in general thie Pyrenees
are not easily accessible from the main urbanized _re-
gions of Europe. and in the western Pyrenees the snow
cover is uncertain (Ritter: 1966. pp, 227-28) In Eastern
Europe the best coitions for,skiing 4re.found in the
Carpathians. in patticular in tht Tatra mountains be-
tween Poland and Czechoslovakia, Some resorts in Ro-
mania and Yugoslavia attract some foreign visitors. but
very few ft om the West. 4

North American skiing has so far attracted few for--
eisners. although the Laurentian region of Quebec and
some other Canadian resorts attract.U.S. tourists from
the East and Midwest The other continents have seen
some development of their winter sports potential in
recent years. but this is mainly ofregional or national
rather than international importance In Sduth America
the ski resorts of the Andean region of Chile and Argen-
tina have some potential to atttact tourists from other
Latin American countries

Detelopment of Winter Sports Resorts and Centers'

It should be noted that suitable conditions of climate.'
snow. and terrain are not enough to guarantee the suc
cess Of a particular location as a winter sports resort
'A uch capital must be invested in the form of hotels with
tentral heating. ski lifts. snow pI9,ws to keep access._
roads clear. and special care for the ski slopes (Blan-
chard 1958. p 202) Ai some resorts snow-making ma-
chines are used to reinforce inadequate snow cover on
the slopes or snow may even be brought in from areas
where it is abundant Besides. the prospect, of good.
skiing is not enough to attract many people to a winter
sports resort. and night clubs. restaurants. and bars are
important features of most of the larger resorts There
are. however. two main types of winter 'sports bases. the
village. with a self-contained fife and transportation sys-
tem. which can best be thought of as a "resort" and the
much larger are+ with ski lift stations far apart and
linked by public transpottation. which has more of the
nature of a "center.- A variant Of the latter is the
"created center.- built from 6cratch on an empty moun-
lam side (Heller 1969. p. 49). The "created center" is
found in. its most extreme form in France and Italy.
where small urban-typeettlments with skyscrapers
have been developed virtually in the wilderness One of
the most spectacular of these is La Plagnc in the Taran-
raise Valley of Savoie< with skyscraper apartment build-
ings. a shopping center with covered arcades, including
boutiques with the latest fashions. and ,a central plaza
where all the ski runs end In Italy. Sestriere has been
developed along the tame lines These "created centers"
au more, compact than some of the other large centers
such as Davos and St, Moritz. but thau are typical Latin

.developments in the sense that they arc an attempt to
reproduce an urban way of life in the wpds in Austria
and Switzerland the architecture of resorts and centers is
more traditional and in keeping with the rest of the
human landscape Austria in paykular encourages the
natural growth of existing villages-rather than the con-'
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,-struction of new centers. -In general the large center'
appeals to the tourist who wishes a sophisticated after-
ski night fife. and the smaller'resort may appeal to the
Berson who desirT, only good skiing

Some winter sports resorts have been moving from the
development of hotels as the main form of lodging for
tourists to the construction of apartments and con-
dominiums In the United States complexes of con-
dominiums have been built near major ski resorts in
mountain states such as Colorado, but have not proved
as popular as hoped In some European ski resorts the
richer clientele from the big cities oftcn on their own
apartments which they use themselves or rent to others

Safety is one of the problems inherent in the develop-
ment of new centers. Apart from the question of pre-
venting accidents on the slopes, there is the much more
serious problem of avalanches Recent major tragedies.
in the French Alps in particular. where avalSnches-over-
whelmed ski resorts causing destruction of buildings and
loss of life. have drawn attention to the lack of safety
planning in locating new ski resorts and centers

Earlier we mentioneecross-country skiing._ which has
recently become very polar in North America Al-
though ski touring and cross-country ski racing has been
extremely popular for many years in Scandirkivia. it was
virtually unknown in North Amenep and Alpine Eu-
rope until the early 1970's Its main attractions are that
equipment is considerably cheaper than for downhill
stung. it IS good exercise in the Tresh air in pleasant
sarroundings. it is not dangerous. and as long as ttere is
some snow. it can be carried out on almost any type of
terrain. including flat country It is this last feature that
makes cross-country skiing indepeodent of resorts It
does not require ski lifts and prepared runs and as Ion
as some accessible country can be found. the skier May
not have to travel far from home Cross-country skiing.
thus, is much more important as a local form of recrea-.
non than as an attractor of foreign tourists Downhill
skiing still remains much more significant as a general -or
of international tourist traffic

Some mention -should be made of snowmobiling. a
winter sport which has shown such rapid growth in
North America recently So far this sport has been con-
fined mainly to the flat or slightly hilly regions of the
northern United States and Canada -Apart from North
America the only region where snow mobiling has seen
some growth,principally as a means of transportation.
is northern Scandinavia. It is not a sport which can be
carried on effectively in mountainous areas. and being
mechanized, requires considerable service facilities It
has become necessary to control the L.i.. of these poten!

dally dangerous machines and special terrain and trails
are being developed for_thetr use Qamage to the envi-
ronment and excessive noise are also problems which
are difficult to control Snowmobiling has not yet devel-
oped into a sport attracting foreign tourists in any num-
ber acid it is doubtful if it will ever challenge skiing as a
major international sport It offers little as a form of
exercise and requires little-AIN in return for a large
financial expenditure on equipment

Mountain regions do not always rely exclusively on
their wintor climate to attraciajoRrs. Local people in
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io to mountainou& areas use the moun-
tains to escape the summer heat Darjeeling and Simla in
the Himalayas were developed as summer resorts for the
British neking relief from the summers of the plains.
and the Blue Mountains of Australia and the .Adiron-
dacks and Catskill Mountains of New York Statc con-
tain resorts serving. the populations of the Sydney and
New York metropolitan areas,-respectively Although
these, resorts were developed mainly to serve a regional
population. in some cases they attract foreign tourists as
well.

The importance of climatic factors In the location of
tourism has much to do with the seasonal nature of
tourism, The summer still remains the peak period of
tourist actiyity and in industrial Europe and North
America June. July. and August are the main vaca-
tion period. This is. of course. not only because the
summer is the warm period of the year. but because
most persons are giv their vacations from work at that
time In some cou ries. such as France. the Scandina-
vian countries New Zealand. almost the entire na-
tiorVakes itsXacation during a one-month period in the
summer, with a resultant strain on tourist and transpor-
tation facilities. As noted above, the tourist facilities
which cater to summer tourism are often not the ones
which serve the winter tourist Thus, man) tourist re-
sorts have a short but intensive season Winter tourism
appeals mainly to the young and to the sportsman and
even with the great rise of interest- in winter sportsit may
never have the popularity of the more vaned activities
that can be carried on in summer The winter season
does not compete in intensity of tourist activity with the
summer.

That the southern hemisphere experiences its seasons
at the opposite time to those of thenorthern hemisphere
might suggest the possibility of refugees from the north-
ern winter seeking the sun south of the equator. but-this
difference in seasons has little-influence on the pattern of
world. tourism at th' moment (Zachinyayev -and
Fal;koYich. 1972. pp 44-45)

The Attractions of the Landscape

Apart from climate.and terrain, there are other as-
pects of the physical environment which are important
in.khe developrpent of tourisrn In particular. the land-
scape or scenery of , region has much to do with its
attractron for the tourist The word "landscape" is used
here in the sense of a tract of country considered as
scenery A seaside resort or a winter sports center adds
to its attractions if the countryside arou2d it cr es a
pleasant impression The beauty of the Alps n only
adds to the popularity of its winter sports resorts. but
attracts many visitors to these same resorts during the
summer months. when the excitement of skiing is re-
placed by the quieter pleasures of walking amid spec-
tacular scenery' The growth of the popularity of the
Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia is due not only to the
sun and the beaches but also to the rugged beauty of the
coastal mountains Many regions, which offer little in
the way of good innate or exciting sports. Have built up
a tourtsy industry virtually on scenery alone Such re-

.

gions are the Scottish Highlands. the English Lake Dis-
trict, the Norwegian fjords, Iceland. and, to a lesser
extent. the Rocky Mountains. Resorts have arisen in
some of these regions,which offer little else than scenery.
such as Pttlodiry in Scotland, Interlaken in.Switzerland
and Keswick in the Lake District.

Water plays an important role in forming an attrac-
tive landscape. The sea, lakes, and rivers not only adco
the visual beauty of a region but also offer the'possi-
bilrties of swimming. sailing, canoeing, and fishing.
Hence, the popularity not only of the sea coast and

.other large bodies of water, such as the Great Lakes. the
Lake of Geneva or Lake Balaton, but alsa_of such
regions as the Finnish lakes. the Scottish lochs, the
Italian lakes, and the Andean -lake district of Bariloche.
Forest areas also have considerable attractions for relax-
ation and sport In North America the, development of
state parks and wilderness areas has taken place largely
in response to demand for forest scenery. In the case of
wilderness areas there is tie added attraction. at least for
some people, of isolation and solitude combined with an
element of "roughing it For.more information on the
use and misuse of wilderness areas, see Wilderness as
Sacred Space, by Linda FL Graber (1976).

Apart from the pleasures of viewing the scenery of a
region in general. there are certain spec,* natural phe-
nomena which may draw tourists, such as volcanoes.
waterfalls. caves. and canyoffs Examples are the Grand
Canyon in the U.S Vesuvius in Italy. Niagara Falls in
the U.S. and Canada. Mammoth Caves in Kentucky,
the geysers of Iceland and New Zealand; the Great
Barrig Reef of Australia, or the Plitvice Lakds of aerth-
ern Yugoslavia, Some of these phenomena. such as
Niagara Falls or the Grand Canyon. are impressive
enough to be a major attraction on their own. but in
most cases they are visited in the course of a general
tour This is especially true if they are located in a region
which also offers other features of interest to the tourist

The particular fauna or flora of a. region sometimes
draw tourists In Kenya and other countries of southern
Africa wildlife safaris are rapidly increasing iripopu-
larity the camera being substituted in most cases for the
gun Game reserves often provide accommodations and
services for tourists The Arctic and Antarctic regions
attract a small but significant number of tourists to view
the icy wastes. the polar bears. or the penguins. The
Amazon. with its exotic rainforest vegetation and its
wildlife...is also seeing an increase in its tourist trade On
a less exotic level. the tulip fields of Holland or cherry
blossom time in Japan of Washington. D C are added
attractions to the other sights

Hunting and Fishing

Apart from the pleasure of viewing -animals in their
natural habitat, there is the added attraction for some
people of hunting them Although hunting remains bas-
ically a local sport. there are persons who are willing to.
pa) for the privilege of shooting big game in Africa.
bear, boar and chamois in the Caucasus, of grouse in
Scotland In particular, the Soviet Union and other East
European countries, such as Poland and Hungary. offer
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hunting vacations to Western toCinsts who are willing to
pay the high prices. The attraction is the possibility of
shooting species of animals which have vanished or are
in short supply m Western countries. For example, the

r Polish government permits a limited hunting of the
Eurjpean btu* which at one time was almost extinct
and is now increasing in numbers in a forest preserve in
eastern Poland,.

Fishing attracts tourists to both the sea and to inland
waters. Again, fishing is primarily a local pastime, but
several countnesNhave developed it as a significant
branch of tourism In Europe countnes such as Ireland,
Scotland. and Norway attract foreigners to fish their
salmon and trout rivers and streams. and many Amen:

cans travel,to Canada for the pleasure of fishing in
unspoi)ed waters and wild natural surroundings. River
and like fishing is limited primarily to the northern
countries where physical conditions are conducive-to the
breeding of sport fish such as trout and 'salmon

Sea fishing as a sport of international significance is
located mainly in the tropics or sub-tropics The deep-
sea gamsfish. such as swordfish and tuna are found in
southern waters Attempts to popularize shark fishing in
northern waters have not proved very successful Spear-.
fishing by divers eqUipped with snorkels or breathing-
apParatus is also a predominantly southern sport, but is
confined to onshore waters and does not involve game
fish

Although hunting and fishing may constitute very
important branches of a country's internal tourism. they
have less significance as attractors of foreign tourists.

The physical attractions of a particular region may
appeal to some persons and not to others Attitudes may
ar., from individual to indivpiyal within a particular
culture. depending, orr-perce n of an attractive place
or environment in w hi to spend a vacation. Although
the sea. and lakes or rivers are usually perceived as de-
sirable features for vacation resorts. there are people
who are not interested in the presence of water and who
may even find n distasteful_ The author has heard the view
expressed that a seaside resort is only -half a place"
because its hinterland is only half that of an inland
resort Some persons find a' mountain landscape)too
confining and may even expenOce a type of claustro-
phobia in mountain valleys.

The perception of the attrac-ttve-nesi-of places ffeill the
point of view of tourism has been little guide as a
phenomenon. The work of Gould and White( M4',
the sub ect of mental maps suggests the possibt
con ucti mental maps of a country. region o'r conti-
nent *h. h would indicate the most desirable places for
a vacat as perceived by the population of selected
places t.tegions. In many cases these mental maps
would 'et) differ greatly from those which indicate pref-
erences for areas for living and working However, men-
tal maps haVe generally been constructed on the basis of
a single country. whereas mental maps for the purposes
of international tourism wou3d involve the perception of
foreign areas and place. Gould and White touch on the
theme of perception or residential desirability in Eurdpe
frdm the point of view 'of Swedes, West Germans and
Italians (1974. pp. 181-84

Although attitudes may vary from individual to indi-
vidual within a particular culture, there are st clearly
identifiable attitudes towards the natural environment
which differ from culture AO culture (Lowenthal. 1962-
63. pp. 19-23). The seaside has a particular attraction for
the British. partly because of their long association with
the sea and partly because of its relative accesSibility.
The forefts are particularly popular with the Swedes and
Finns. o value the isolation of a forest cottage during
the summler months The love.of northern nature among
the ScandinAansiS.however, balanced by a love of the
southern sun. which sends them in large numbers to the
south of Europe. if possible during the long. dark north-
ern winter The-Italians and some,other peoples of Latin
culture have neither a particular admiration' for un-
tamed nature nor a desire for isolation, and prefer more
sophisticated pleasures Hence the urbanized nature of
most Italian winter, sports centers and the necessity of
good restaurants and'cafes in resorts catering to-Italian
tourists Tourists from Moslem countries also have a
perception of recreational attractions which-are Charac-
teristically different from those of the inhabitants of
other culture regions (Ritter. 1974) In spite of these
differences in national attitudes. the modern tourist in-
dustry has by advertising created a mass demand for sun
or snow which embraces the nationals ormost countries
of the industrialized West

Spas and Health Resorts

One component of the physical environment which
was once a major attractor 'of tourists. but which has a
more limited significance. is mineralized water. found in
springs orb tapped-by %4 ells By the seventeenth century
people developed widespread conviction of the merit-

,041 value of various varieties of mineral waters. either
fordrinkrng or for bathing and began to visit such spas.
the general name given to places where these waters oc-
curred As the name suggests. Spa in Belgium was one of
the earnest of these medicinal- watering- places, but the
spa saw much early development in England Bath and
Tunbridge Wells became the most fashionable _The`
clientele of the spas can be numbered among the earliest
tourists in Euiope (Robinson 1972, p. 383) On the
continent certain spas became world-famous and at-
traded a rich and fashionable clientele from abrdad,
especially.,during the latter half of the nineteenth cen-
tyry. In general, spas also offered their clientele parks

Irid gardens, concerts. theatrical performances, and
other recreation. the quality of which helped to deter-
mine.a spa's popularity. English and American spas in
particular were more social than therapeutic (Low.
enthal 191,2. p 127)

With the development of modern methods of medical
-treatment and a lack of faith in the curative powers of

3 mineral waters, the spas have ceased to attract the clien-
tele or the past. This is particalarly true in Great Britain
and the Uniux1 Statei. whereas in Central arid Eastern
Europe some spas still retain considerable popularity
For example. the Czechspa of Karlovy Vary (Karlsbad)
still attracts a large number of tourists. not only from
the Soviet bloc countries, but also from West Germany
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e Germans in particular retain a strortg belief in the
curatite powers- of mineral spnngs and Karlovy Vary
offers a cheaper vacation than does a German spa.
Pie;tany in Slovakia treats rheumatic complaints with
mud-baths and. strangefy enough. has a large clientele ,
from the Arab countries. The necessity of vision& spas
to drink the water is offset to a great extent by the
practice-of bottling the waters and selling them cheaply
14)4 wide pUblic.

with the spa can be classed the sanatorium,
which. although scarcely a tourist attraction, never-
theless uses a "heatth-y- climate to attract persons suf-
fering from_sertain diseases. especially those of (he
lungs_ T,he Alpine region. and Switzerland in particular.
contains a large number of sanatoria specializing in the
treatment of tuberculosis. These sanatoria achieved
their greatest popularity among foreigners during the
inter -war period, before the dereloplent of antibiotics
In recent years the necessity of sanatorium treatment
has greatly diminished. although some sanatoria are
used as convalescent homes or as health resorts ter
children The sanatonum,has ceased to be a major at-
traiii of foreign visitors

Urban Cultural and 'Historical Attractions

It is impossible to estimate with any accuracy the
number of tourists who move from one country to an-
other in response to the attractions of the physical envi-
rctiiment alone Thtre are few countries which do not
have soiree man-made attractions to offer the visitor. and
in. any decision to visit another country cultural factors
have a certain influence. This influence may be the major
one,as in the ace of a person %rho visits a city to attend
the iheater or visit the art galleries. of marginalasin the
case of the visitor to a Spanish beach resort who attends
a bullfight In the case of a large number of tourists who
simply want a couple of weeks on the beach ir the sun.
the choice of country is probably dictated by the cheap-
est package deal which they can get from a 'tourist
agency. As already noted. the isolation of many resorts
from the surrounding region and its population makes it
immaterial to many tourists which country they are
visiting. However. siert the Most isolated and self-oli-
4aired- Fe- sort -usually ,arranges one cultural attractions
for the tourist For example. the resort of Mamaia on
the Blacl Sea coast of Romania provides special plane
and bus trips for its visitors to such places as Bucharest.
the Danibe. Delta,-and the monasteries of northern
Moldavia a

1
L ;ban Tourism

Apart from the,large numbers of tourists who travel
abroad to find a natural environment which they do not
have at home. there are many who visit other countnes
primarily because of their cultural attractions. Many of
these tourists find what they are seeking in urb4n centers
rather-than in the countryside. These people form the
basis of the Important urban tounst industry.

Ii is difficult to.itemize all the factors which attract
people to certain Cities. Apart from the buildings.

4

churcheS", art galleries. museums, theaters. restaurants.
and shops which ipctividually or collectively,interest and
attract tourists, many cities have an individual character
and atmosphere which transcend the mere slim of their
buildings and other physical attractions. An obViOus
example is Parts ft is doubtful if the average tourist
visits the city with the specific tptantion of seeing the
'Eiffel Tower or visiting the Lbuvre or the Folies Bergeri.
He does so because he wishes to experience The atmo-
sPhere and spirit of the legendary city-about which he
has heard so much in song and story The same is true to
a certain degree of other. world cities, such as London,
Rome; Venice. Nev. York. or Amsterdam. This atmo-
sphere is difficult to define. being a combination of

visual impressions based on pleasant or characteristic
architecture. attractively laid-out streets or picturesque
canals; along with restaurants and cafes serving good-
food and drink and also the life:sty le'ef the inhabitants.
The organizations and agencies responsible for propa-
gating urban tourism know the Characteristics of these
places -well and their adVerusing stresses the atmosphere
and the character of the city they wish to sell to the
tourist.

From the riewpoidt of tourfkm, cities can be divided
into two major groups old and modern. Old Cities. such
as Rome. Athens. Venice. ce Jerusalem attract the tour-
ist mainly with the ancient ruins, castles, classical at-
chiteclure, palaces, museums, and art galleries. whereas
modern cities, such as New York. Chicago. West Berhn.
or Dtsseldorf. offer modern architecture, theaters, de-
partment stores. boutiques. lulury hotels, restaurants.
and night clubs Of course, many, old cities combine-the
attractions of d and new: such-as Paris, Rome. Lon-
don. or Amstettam. These cities are the main centers of

,mass urban tourism. Many tourists not only visit these
cities while on tour. but may regard a stay in one of
them as their main tourist goal Many visitors to France'
or Great Britain see little of these countries-outside Paris
or London. although the increased mobility Of the mod-,
ern tourist has resulted in shorter stays in more pla'bes in
a given country.

. Apart from the world cities of major interest to tdiur-
ists: there are many smaller cities of historical or cultural
interest, which are generally visited as part' of a wider
tour of a country or region Such are Yorr. Stratford-
on-Avon. and Oxford in_ EnVand, Edinburgh in Scot-
land. Breges and Ghent in Belgium. Florence and Pisa
in Italy. Granada in Spain. and Hydelbergin Germany,
to name only a few In some cases these towns are
known for a particular feature of attraction. such as the
Leaning Tower in-Pisa. the AlhImbra in Granada. or
The Castle and Holyrood Palace in Edinburgh
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Youth Tourism
.

An aspect of westerh urban tourism of recent ong
the so-called "youth- tourism. Although numbers of
young peqple with 'packs. bundles. or suitcases can be
found hitchhiking along molt of the main highways of
Europe. their goal is generally the city Canes such as
Paris. London, Copenhagen. and, above all. Amsterdam-
became the ratty ing-points for young people from many
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countries, including the United States, during the
1960's. They formed the clientele for cheap hotels and
hostels and in the summer slept in the parks and streets.
local police permitting. In Amsterdam the Vondelpark
was virtually turnediquia a dormitory fat the young
waists in the summer months. Some -Countries at-
tempted to restrict this "youth; tourism as it brought in
little money and created probleti, such as d?tg use and
theft. In the case of Amsterdam. however, Many con-
ventional tourists came ,considerable distanceso be
shocked by the "hippies." who in themselves had bt-
come a tourist attraction

This type of youth tourism has changed considerably
in the 1970's. The hippies have been-replaced largely by
a more conventional type of young traveller who is less
wilting to sleep under a tree in a park. but who never -
eheless is looking for cheap lodgings and restaurants and
is willing to hitchhike The travel agencies and trans-
portation companies are aware of this market and have
offered cheap ais,..fares, special prices for passes orf the
European railroads. and other attractions. Special
guidebooks on ,sever'M countries have been written for
-young tourists with information on inexpensive eating-
places. night-life. hoe to meet the opposite sex, and
other useful hints

A sub - category of cities with tourist attractions ar
the cities of the -non- Western world, with their exotic
architecture, food and customs These are the Moslem
cities of the Middle East and Africa; such-as Tangier,
Marrakesh, Tunis. or Istanbul. cities of the Far East.
such as Tokyo. Hong Kong. or Bangkok. and cities of
Latin America. such as Rio de iinei . Bogota. or Mex-
ico City These cities may combine is of ancient

-and modern. but it is-the exotic elements of these pla-ces
that attractoost Western tourists.

Some urban areas offer what are best described as
"economic" attractions. These include sjich featUres as
ports and harbors, airports. and, rade fairs, as well as
interesting industries, such as automobile factories, salt
mines, and breweries (Christaller: 1955. p. 3) In many
port cities groups can take organized tours of the harbor
by ON and visits to large airports to watch the planes
take off and land are a popular form of family recreation
with many city people. These "economic" attractions
are of little significance in international tourism, except
for the trade firs, such as the Leipziger Messe. which

.. provides about thexOnly reason for foreigners to visit
that city. A kw -foreign tourists visit such places as.

..tiieliczka salt mines near Cracow in Poland --or the
harireuse distilleries in-France. but mostof these visits

are only incidents on a tour with other major objectives.

Religious Pilgrimages
4

Some urban centers have an ancient history as sites of
objects of religious veneration and thus have become the
object of pilgrimages. Classic examples for the Christian
world are the tombs of thelkpostles at Rome. the relics
of the Three Kings at Cologne, Germany, the tomb-of
St. James at Santiago de Compostelin-Spain, the tomb
of St. Thomas in Canterbury. England. the house Of the
Virgin at 'Loreto in Italy. and the highest goal of all

medieval\Christians. the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.
Of these, only Rome and the Holy Land still attract
pilgrims from abroad in any numbers. Ofmuch greater
signi canoe in terms of hipdern religious tourism are the
shrines more recent origin. sdth as, Fatima in Por-

and- Lourdes in France. The latter shrine is the
supreme example of an object or religious veneration
forming the basis of a major tourist industry. Special
trains bring the sick and the faithful from all over Eu-
rope and their needs are catered to by many- hotels.
boarding houses, hospitals and nursing homes. restau-
rants, and shops selling religious souvenirs. Numerous
Americans visit Lourdes and Fatima-on organized trips.

The Moslem world has several places of religious
pilgrimage, such as the mosque in Katrouan in Tunisia
and the, Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem. but these are
overshadowed by the great pilgrimage of hag to Mecca.
Large numbers of pilgrims still Mecca annually.
coming not only from the Middle East and North Africa
but fronuPakistaaAingladesh. Malaysia. and Indonesia.
The pilgrims travel'in ships: often highly overcrowded.
to the Red Sea port oflidda, which is connected by rail
with Mecca, or by charter plane directly to Mecca. For
tfie average pilgrim, accommodations in MecCa are
primitive. -consisting wally of a 'tent m a large camp.
although in recent yelf9the Sldi Arabian government
has improved accommodations and services in the city.
The placesAvof pilgrimage of other religions, such as
Banaras for the Hindus, or the Buddha's footprint in
ct,,,Ion for the Buddhists, have little significance as cen-
ters fot international tourism

Rural Historical-and Cultural Attract)

Apart (Om buildings of historical interest in urban
.areas. either because of their ar iiitecture or their con-
nection with historical charac rs or events, there are
many' places in the cpuntry wit historical associations
Chief among these are castles. palaces. abbeys. mon-
asteries. and country houses. either of architectural in-
terelLor associated with a particular person. family or
pericld.Exdrriples are the French chateaux of the Loige
Vallty. Malmaison near Pans. with Sts relics of Napo-
leon. the castle of Chinon in Switzerland. immortalized
by Byron. and the many palaces and country houses
open to the public in the British Isles In order to add to '
the attractions of country house( with no particular
historical significance and to pay for the expenses of
their upkeep, many of their owners have devised added
entertainments for the visitors. The Marquis of Beaulieu
has opened a zoo and a museum of old cars on his estate
in Hampshire. U. K.. while Other .country houses offer
medieval style dinners or tea with the duke.

- Apart from buildings and estates there are other
places of historical importance in the countryside. Bat -

tlrelds. such as Waterloo (Belgium). Verdun and the
So me (France). and Gettysburg (U.S.). and the mili-
tary cemeteries associated with them are of interest to
mirny.tourists. especially those illlith family connections
in the case of more recent battles. The sites of concentra-
tion camps from World War II still receive many vis-
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itors Oswiecim (Auschwitz) near Cracow is still of ma-
jor interest to tourists visiting Poland. ,

In the developing countries the major historical tour-,

ist attractions are mainly the reins of ancient civ-
ilizations, such as the Pyrimids and Sphinx of Egypt.
Angkor Wat in Cambodia. Borobodur in Java, Machu
Picchu in Peru. or P-glmyra in Syria. A lack of know-
ledge of the more recathistories of the countries of Asia
and Africa limits the interest of the American or Euro-
pean tourist in more modern monuments and relics.

Just as a beautiful naturarlandscape,may please the
tourist, so may a cultural one. Part of the attraction of
the Alps lies in the contrast betweeewild nature and the
cozy. comfortable villages of the inhabitants. The highly
artificial, well- organized landscapes of the polderlands
of the Netherlancis,or theTice-lands of the Far East have
a charm of their own, while many picturesque villages in
the British Isles, such as those of the Cotswolds or
Devon. are in themselves atlrits of tourism.

"Ethnic.' Tounim

Some rural areas offer what might be described as
:-ethnic" attractions, such as a colorful folk-life, native
costumes, house-types. customs. regional foods ,and
drink, fiestas, and in festivals. In Europe many folk
costumes and customs are maintained specially for the
tourist, and folkloric events, such as dance or song
festivals, are purposely organized to attract visitors, al-
though in some cases the local people are genuinely
interested in their own folklore. MuCh- of this rural

. culture has been transferred to the city and many East
European countries in particular maintain dance
groups. choirs, and folk orchestras in the major cities to
entertain the foreign tourlsts In Asia. Africa. and Latin
America, where an active folk-life still exists in the rural
areas of many ,countnes; this artificial stimulus is not so

essary.In North America about the only areas with

---\44necenuine ethnic attractions are the Southwest, with its
ndian and Mexican population. and French Canada.

Other ethnic attractions. such as offered by German.
Dutch. or Swist communities in the Northeast and Mid-

Ilmay be artificial and 6orne are not even authentic
nother type of "ethnic" tourism consists cif the re-

turn of people to the country of their origin. Much of
the flovy, of American tourists to Ireland is made uP of
Immigrantsand other persons Of frish origin paying a
postalgic visit to the old country Immigrant societies
organize charter flights for their members to'a number
of countries, including the countries of Eastern Europe.
In recent years every the Soviet Union has organized
tours of the Ukraine and the Baltic States designed to
atfralit peront originally from these regions or with
family connections there.

Sporting Events

Major sporting events such as the Olympic Games or
to a lesser degree. the Wimbledon tennis championships
or international soccer Matches. attract visitors who
may also spend some extra time in the country for
sightseeing However. the proximity of the site of, the

event to major regions of tourist origin will influence the
number of visitors. For example, the Winter Olympics
at Sapporo in northern JapAn weretoo distant to attract
a large number of European tourists

. -

Artificially Created Attractions

Some mention should be made of the artificially
creatad attractions of such institutions as Disneyland in
California and Disney World in Florida. These amuse-
ment centers, which have proved to be pnny attractions
for foreign visitors to the United State. 'alluding heads
of state. are an elaborkon oh the traditional urban
amusement park. such as the old Vauxhall Gardens in
_London or Tivoli in Copenhagen. with a suggestion of
the open-air museum, such as Skansen in Stockholm or
Greenfield Village in Detroit. The Disney creations are.
hoivever. highly artificial in that all their iptloor and
outdoor exhibits and amusements rely little oh the phys-
ical and cultural features of the areas where they have
been developed, except that the sites, have been located
in areas wrth a good climate all the year round. Dis-
neyland and -Its counterparts, including some of the
"Western" towns inhabited by "cowboys" which one
finds scattered throughout the Midwest and West of the
United States. are a new development in the tourist
field. in th'at they can create a major.tounst attraction in
an area which has virtually no physical or cUltural fea-
tures of note

A less desirable. but nevertheless important aspect .bf
tourism must not be overlooked This is the number of
establishments often found in frontier areas devoted to
gambling, drinkihg, prostitution or the sale of goods or
service; unobtainable or more expensive in the neigh-
boring country. In North America this situation not
only exists between the United States-on one hand and
Canada and Mexico on the other, but between the states
themselves Examples are the gambling casinos of Rcno
and Las Vegas. Nevada. the bars along the state lies
which attract minors from 'one state who arc of legal
dimking age in the next state. and'the supermarkets of
northern Illmois which sell margarine to Wiscsinsin
housewives who cannot buy it legally in their own state.

On the international level the red-light districts of
such towns as Tijuana. Ciudad Juarez, Nuevo Laredo.
and others just over the- Mexican border are said to
bring in an annual revenue of 5900 million, or 60 perbent
of Mexico's tourist revenue, and attract some 90 million
Americans (Young 1973. p 122). Ttiese ,figurits are
probably exaggerated as it must be difficult to distin-
guish this type of tourist from the many other Ameri-
cans who cross the border for more innocent pleasures
Besides, statistics for visitors to Mexico by car arc not
accurate The phenomenon of "frontier prostitution"
,exists- also along thetBelgian sick of the Belgian-Dutch
border, where a number of red -tight cafes cater to the'
Dutch from-the towns of the southern;c0;rlinds. A
strange twist to this situation is the exist of the large
number of se shops and pornographic bookstores
whch have beenNippened in towns on the Dutch side of
tip border to cater to Belgian,tourists. This type of
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lourist 'traffic is generally the resalt of differences in
national or local laws or sometimes in national attitudes
and customs.

Crossing a national frontier to get cheaper drink or
food or to be free of legal restrictions on drinking hours
is an important factor in a limited number of cases. One
example in North America is the small detached frag-
ment of the state of Washington known is Point Rob-
erts. which is located At the end of a small peninsula
south of Vancouver in British Columbia. This two-mile
long. three-mile wide strip of U.S. territory has some
200 inhabitants, but over one and a half million Cana-
dians a year visit it The reason is that dancing is not
permitted in bars in British Columbia and they are
closed on Sundays A couple of the largest bars in the
United States are located in Point Roberts. offering
dancing every nightto well -known bands.,On a larger
scale. this type of ,tourism exIsts between E-ngrand and
some of the French and Belgian channel ports. such as
Calais. Boulogne. and Ostend. where tourists from Da
ver and other southern English -towns on cheap day or
other short-period trips can drink inexpensive drinks all
day and night, generally starting on the boat. where
drinks are free of the high Bntish taxes on liquor. wme.
and beer. This type of "alcoholic tourism" has very
questionable value It generally attracts the worst type
of tourist and often results in drunkenness, disturbance
of the peace. and esen violence or vandalism. and alien-
ates the local inhabitants. whose opinion of a particular
nation may be formed from the tourists which they
encounter

A more innocuous form of border tourist is the shoji-
per w ho wishes to take advantage of cheaper prices in a
foreign country An example is Calexico. California.
which attracts shoppers from Mexicali in Mexico In
1974 the stores of the town. winch has a population of
13.000, had total receipts of S54 million Every day some
50.000 Mexicans cross the border to buy eggs. meat( and
groceries because ofarlieir better quality and lower price.
Mexican peddlers from the rural areas come by train
and bus to Mexicali. cross.the border to shop for goods
which they later sell back in their local villages. On a
broader front, the same., phenomenon can be seen in
border areas in Europe for example. Trieste in Italy
attracts shoppers from Yugoslavia New tariff agree-
ments between West European countries pave limited
this type of tourism in recent years

IJ3

Other Factors of Attraction or Repulsion

Apart from the major physicil and cultulal factors
which attract tourists to a partici,dar country or region
there are a few minor, but nevertheless important. opts
which should be mentioned. One of these is the eco-
nomic lesel'of development of fhe country to be visited
Low prices compared with those of the country of origin

-or with those of competing tourist countries may be a
strong attraction for tourists. For example..the very low
level of the Argentinian peso compared with the.U.g.
dollar during 1975 and 1976 has attracted a large num-
ber of tounsts from surrounding Latin American coun-
tries who enjoy a cheap vacation and return laden with
goofs bought in Argentina In Europe. many people
choose Austria for a winter vacation because of the
relatively low level of prices compared with West Ger-
many and Switzerland. The lower prices of the East
European countni ale artiallr account for their in-
creasing popularity with est European and American'
tourists The drop in the v lue of the British pound has
made Britain an attractive country for foreign visitors,,

However. a low level of prices may reflect a low
standard of living. and this in turn may be associated in
many people's minds with poor food, unsafe drinking
water, a lack of hygiene In restaurants. or. dirt) bed
linen. It must be admitted that in some cases this associ-
ation is true. and many a person's vacation has been
ruined, by intestinal disorders or even serious illness The
fact that many of the developing countries which are
trying to attract tourists are located in the tropics means
that disease can be a serichts hazard and many tourists
are not keen to visit a country for which innoculations
agai'nst various diseases are necessary This problem has
been partially overcome in some areas by the developing

f-contained resorts, Where-the deveiser can exercise
soar controLoser hygiene. food pre ration,. and laun--
dry

The general standard of tourist services is also impor-
tant If hotels are badls_built, faucets do not work. hot
water is not available. 'roads are' bad. and gisciline sta-
tions few, the news. spreads word of mouth or
through travel articles in nesspapturs Potential visitors
may decide that the physical attractions of the place nay
not be sufficient to outweigh th4e other factors In other
words. factors of repulsion maylse as important in some
cases as factors of attraction in explaining tourist flows.
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VI. GEOGRAPHY OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISM AS AN
APPLIED FIELD

I nternati4al tourism is a developing. economic activ-
ity which o much scope for practical research work
and other contributions by geographers. The potential
scope of this research is virtually unlimited and ranges
from the study and plannrng of the location of individ-
ual tourist ficilities'up to the analysis of international
tounst flows The geographer can thus join the ranks of
the economists and others who are contributing at dif-
ferent levels to the plannihg and development of all
aspects a the tounst industry.

The geographer can contribute at the business. gov-
ernment. or academic levels. It is perhaps at the business
level that the-geographer has played the smallest rok.up
to now. This is surpnsing, as.the geographer has much
to offertourist organizations and travel firms. A major
task for the business- onented geographer is to assess the

P-2 potentialities of new tourist areas or developments.
With the geographer's knowledge of the environment.

lopulation.khafacteristics. culture, and economic devel-
llipment of a given country or region. along with the
geographer'sability to synthesize the various factors

', -which make a region attractive er-unattractive for tour-
, ist development, the geographer is well equipped to
A tihndle this type of problem. .

Another task suitable Tor geographers is to analyze
shifts in tourist flows and to predict future trends

. ch'anging factors. such as rising fuel prices. inflation.
economic recession. and changing exchange rates must
be considered along with the other geographical and
economic factors which generate or inhibit tounst flows.

On 4 JOcal level the geographer can play a useful rok
- in4planning the locatiollt of new resorts. hotels, accom-

modations. and other services. kg .many cases these facil-
ities hav poorly located because of a lack of
uncle ing of spatial elements such as the environ-
ment, the proximity to major tourist routes. the proxim-.
sty of other tourist facilities, and others.

S.
A The work of the geographer in governMent planning

1 for international tounsm usually takes place at a differ-
ent level from that of the geographer in business. The
geographer in gbvIrnment is most likely to be working
in an agency for the stimulation of planning and tounsm
at a national or regional live& If a government sees

, tourism as a desirable industry for development. it may
invest considerlble money in subsidizing tourist faql-
Ines and in employing a substantial number of planner's.
economists. and others on research and development.
The geographer is most likely to be employed to assess
the tounst potential of a country or region, to analyze
present and to project. future tourist Bows to the coun-
tr.-to plan tralyron facilities, to assess the environ-

r

',-

mental impact of tourism, and to studacthe locational
factors in the planning of tourist facilities developed by
the government

' The Training of Geographers in the Field of
International Tourism

K

At the academic level the task of the geographer is to
train students in the field of the geography of inter-
national tounsm and associates subjects The following
courses aresuggested as suitable for a geographer spe-
cializing in this field: (1) general physical geography.
with special attention to climate. (2) general economic
geography, with special emphasis on transportation and
regional development. (3) cultural geography. with spe-
cial attention cultural landscapes of the world.
both urban an ural, (4) the geography of world re-
gions. (5) quantitative methods in human geography,
with the study of models and computer programs appro-
priate to the analysis of tounst flows and regional devel-
opment, (6) cartography. and (7) aerial .pho5o inter-
pretation. Apart. from these geography courses, the
geographer should also take work in economics. In par-
pcular. a course on the economics of tourism. if a vail-
abk. or the economics of transportation would be most
useful. Besides. some selected courses in the history of
major world regions. such 34 Europe or Latin America,
the history of architecture or art, landscape architecture
or planning would be of value. The study of a major,
world language is also desirable. Some universities offer'
courses on tourism. usually under the aegis of the col-
legs of business, and it may be possible for a geography
major to take a minor in tourism or in business

,

Sources of Statistical Information

One of the most encouraging features of the study of
international tourism is the large amount of data avail-
able. Not only do most countries publish annual figures
of persons entering and leaving the country. but in many
cases also give the country of origin, purpose of the visit
and the form of transportation used Data are also
published on the number of nights spent by tourists aftd
the type of accommodation used. Statistics of money
spent br tourists are also generally obtainable. In a kw
cases information on socio-occupational groups and on
income groups of persons taking a vacation is also avail-
able In some countries the above categones of informa-
tion are published for regional and local units In other
words. statistics of tounsm are available under the three
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major categories of volume. expenditure. and character-
istiesi(Burkart and Madill( 1974. p 74)

.

Thc most important general source Of statistics, for
international tourism is International Trace! Statistics.
published annually br the International Union of Offi-
cial Trasel Organizations in Geneva, Switzerland An-
other useful source of data is Tourism Polio and Inter-
national Tourism in OECD Member Countries, published
annually by the Organisation for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development in Pans This publication gibes
statistical information for most of the West European
countries. Yugoslavia. Japan. the United States. Can-
ada. and Australia.

Apart from statistical yearbooks. there is the Inter-
national Tourist Quarter!-, published in London Lir the
Economist Intelligence L nit This journal not only pro-
sides up-to-date statistical information on various as-
pects of tourism. but presents a series of -National
Reports- which corer the tourism of a green country in
considerable depth_ .A good example is National Report
No 23 on Ireland (Economist Intelligence Unit 19-5.
pp. 23-49) Much of the information contained in this
journal can be saluable to the geographer Another
journal of interest to geograpiftrs is the Zeitschrill fur
Fremdencerkehr Reused(' Tourisme., published in Bern.
SwitzerlaniL It contains anrcles. often in English.bn the
methodology' of tourist research as well as reports on
tourism in %anous ceuntnes

Seseral bibliographies of tourist literature exist The
most comprehensise is the series published by the
Centre dEtudes du Tourisme at the Unkersite d' Aix-
Marseilles A bibliography of the geography of tourism
has been compiled by Peter Manot (1968. It contains
references to mans of the basic works in the field up to
ate mid 1960's Other regional bibliographies hase been
published, such as Mings bibliography of tourism in
Latin America (1974) References to asides on tourist
geography can also be found under ..rOu n s m Cur -
rent Geographical Publications. published by the Amen-
can Geographical Society. and in Geoabsttacts. series C
(Economic Geography ), published six times a year in
Britain

Tech es forthe Tourist Geographer

Wc haseilreack discussed the use of models in the
development of a spatial theory of international tour-
ism Seseral of these models mar be adapted to Lhe
insestigation of specific empirical problems In particu-
lar the ravity model has considerable potential for use
in 4tofttudr of tourist flows at both the national and
international lever,(Crampon 1966. and Malamud
1973L Tourist demand (an be predicted successfully by
the computer systems sillulaton approach-as demon-
strated by recreational geographers (Chubb 1969) A
number of studies utilizing a variety of models and
techniques has ben carried out in the field of recrea:
tional geography. some of which are applicable to re-
search in international tourism

A method of studying the landscape from the point of
view of tourism is described by Peter Manot He dm-

a

%-cusses.kshat he calls the "factors of the potential (Atha
landscape- under the headings of the morphology of the

aerrain, the climate. the hydrological elements, flora and
fauna. cultUral-historical features. accessibility and the
equipment of the region for sanous forms of tourism
(Manot 1969a, pp 59-62) After haling drawn up an
inventor) of the abose elements, the geographer should
undertake a typological analysis of therd. For example.
morphological features should be categorized by the
attractiveness of their elements and forms from the
point of slew of tourism and water bodies by their
suitability for recreational purposes FinaHy. all this
information should.be plotted on one map and a num- ,

ber of regions identified on the bask of the constituent
landscape elements One can then identify areas with

'features suitable for winter sports. summer recreation
water sports. cultural tourism. and others and can study
the interaction links benallex them This sr nthesk is seen
as a saluable and practical approach to a little discussed
problem and the author has applied it in a studs of the
tourist region of western Slosakia (Manot 1969b, pp
63--O)

Geographers sly Qj4Ld also be familiar with the con-
struction of question r?-11 1 . techniques of sampling. and
the interpretation of research surreys In some countries
% isitors are asked to fill in questionnaires left in :heir
hotel rooms or rfta,._ be inters iewed on arrisal or depar-
ture at an airport or border crossing pa ill Such surreys
may be designed to illuminate certain aspects of tourist
movements. ascertain factors of attraction. and other
information not obtainable from the basic data on bor-
der crossings and nights spent in a given country

The geographer should plat a major role in the design
and production of tourist maps of various types At
present man) countries publish a ',analy of tourist
maps. ranging from small-scale highway or railroad
maps covering the whole country to large -scale naps of
tourisNegions. such as national parks. mountain re-
gions. alcl cities Specja1 maps are published for hunters.
winter specaenthaarasts. climbers. art losers. and gour-
mets. that are often pictorial or decorative in nature
This is an °Lis tous field for geographers Many maps are
well-produced. clear and informatke. but often turn out

tlk
icless than adequate-for practical use Apart from

ign of maps to be used by tourists. cartographic
can be used to develop maps for studying tourist

flows. locating tourist facilities. planning resorts. and
studying, the natural environment. as well as for other
purposes A knowledge of the techniques of aerial photo
interpretation would also be valuable for the geographer
insolsed in resort planning, when information on local
landforms. vegetation. types of beaches. water bodies.
terrain suitable for skiing. and human settlement pat-
terns is required

A good example of how maps and diagrams can illus-
trate and dant.) the evolution and planning of tourism is
contained in the work of an Afncangeographer on
tourism in East Africa (Ouma 1970). Ouma has a gen-
eral map showing attractions. facilities. and amenities ih
Tanzania. Kenna. and Uganda. such as game areas (in-
cluding national parks), the transportation network (in-
cluding airfields). amenities (hotels and safari lodges).
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scenery (including mountains. cliffs and escarpments).
and bird watching and sport fishing areas Another maps
shows the majoor tourist regions of East Africa by twelve
categories. Thescale used runs from la, high potential
and highly developed, to IVe. negligible potential and
undeveloped The Roman numerals indicate the degree
of potential. el* the letters refer to degree of develop-
ment. A third map shows means of arrival. distribution
of hotel beds. and density of visitors for the region
Means of amval arc indicated by arrows proportionate
to the number of visitors. -with type-of transportation
shown by the shading of the arrows Available beds are
shown by proportional circles with the average percent-
age of bed occupancy shown by shading a segment of
the circle Tourist density at major attractions is shown
by shaded patterns indicating all visitors recorded per
year Ouma also uses maps showing anuquities and
historical site in East Africa and regional maps shoeing
streams stocked with trout His diagrams and graphs
shoe number of tourists entering the region since the
1930"s. with an evlanation of the reasons for penodic
drops in volume as well as a projection to 1980. and the
distribution of sources of tourists to the three countnes
as well as the fluctuations in the floes of these different
national groups over time

36

Geographers can compile and edit travel books and
guidebooks for the general public Although the level of
information contained in such books may be elemen-
tary. many are written by incompetent authors with no
geographical training and contain inaccurate or dated
material A good example of a well- produced guidebook
can be found in almost an volume of Guides Whelui.

kciiappear in French and English and cover the re-
gionr.of,France. man) European countries, and the city
of Nev. York The guide to the French Alps, for ex-
,
ample. contains introductory sections on regional geo-
morphology. vegetation. traditional life. history. and the
development of eater power The guide has lavish illus-
trations maps. tpen plans. regional house types and
architectural features. species of trees and flowers. and
panoramas of mountain chains for identifying peaks A
short bibliography lists social geogighical eorkS' on
the Alps

The classic example of the well - written guidebook is
the series produced by Karl Baedeker in the late 1890's
and early 1900S The town plans and other maps con-
tained in this series have rarely been surpassed in qual-
ity..The 1914 Baedeker guide to Russia is still the best
that has ever been producvd for that country and has
receptly been reprinted

1
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V

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The field of international tourism is a dynamic one.
Some trends and developments mentioned in this paper
may well have changed within a short time of its pub-
lication and it is difficult to predict what these changes
will be. the impact of rising petroleum prices and of
periodic fuel crises on the oasts of travel has had an
obvious effect on the numbers of persons travelling. the
distances they travel, and the mode of transportation
which they use. The general phenomenon of rising
prices. along with the unstable situation of currency ex-
change rates. have affected npt ol) the numbers of
persons travelling, but their choice of country of des-
tination Economic recessicrn in the western countries
has also taken its toll. although to a lesser degree than
might be imagined& is difficult to predict what the
trends will be over next few years. especially if an-
other major oil crisis should develop.

Apart from the uncertainties of the economic future.
there is some doubt as to the possible impact of political
trends and events on the future of world tourism It is
difficult to assess whether tourist flows between the capi-
talist and communist countries will increase,or decrease
On one hand. the communist countries can offer.rela-
tively inexpensive vacations and are eager to earn hard.
currency: on the other band they are wary of too many
contacts between their citizens and tourists from the
West. They areaso ih many cases unwilling to let their

1
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citizens travel outside of the countries of the communist,
bloc. Trends art thus difficult to predict.

At present.. the attitude of some Of the developing
countries towards tourism is also ambivalent, although
the attractions of a tourist industry seem in general to
outweigh the disadvantages A more likely factor in-
fluencing the development of tourism in the developing
countries will be the availability of capital and the devel-
opment of an infrastructure capable of handling in-
creased numbers of tourists

Even with the possibility of future ups and downs in
the economic health of international tourism there is no
doubt that tourism will continue to be a major world
industry It can be argued that. with the possibility of
shifts and changes in the direction and strength of tour-
ist flows in the future. the geographer has potentially an
even greater role to play in its organization and plan-
ning In a dynamic situation the prediction of tourist
flows. the assessment of the pros and cons of new tourist
development and inCestment. the opening up of new
tourist regions. the location of resorts. and other aspects
of tourist development require the type of training and
skills which the geographer is well equipped to provide
The study of international tourism promises to be a field
of great potential for geographxal analysis and deserves
increased attention from North Amencan geographers
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